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Forewor d
This is the sixth volume in a planned nine-volume operational and chronological series covering the Marine Corps ' participation in the Vietnam War . A separate functional
series will complement the operational histories . This volume details the change in United States policy for the Vietnam War . After a thorough review, President Richard M . Nixo n
adopted a policy of seeking to end United States military involvement in Vietnam eithe r
through negotiations or, failing that, turning the combat role over to the South Vietnamese . It was this decision that began the Vietnamization of the war in the summe r
of 1969 and which would soon greatly reduce and then end the Marine Corps' comba t
role in the war.
The Marines of III Marine Amphibious Force continued the full range of military an d
pacification activities within I Corps Tactical Zone during this period of transition . Unti l
withdrawn, the 3d Marine Division, employing highly mobile tactics, successfully blunted North Vietnamese Army efforts to reintroduce troops and supplies into Quang Tr i
Province . The 1st Marine Division, concentrated in Quang Nam Province, continued bot h
mobile offensive and pacification operations to protect the city of Da Nang and surrounding population centers . The 1st Marine Aircraft Wing provided air support to both divisions, as well as other allied units in I Corps, while Force Logistic Command served al l
major Marine commands .
Although written from the perspective of III MAF and the Marine ground war in I
Corps, an attempt has been made to place the Marine role in relation to the overall Ameri can effort . The volume also treats the Marine Corps' participation in the advisory effort ,
the operations of the Seventh Fleet Special Landing Force, and, to a lesser extent, th e
activities of the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile), 23d Infantry (Americal) Division ,
and 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized) . There are separate chapters on Marine air, artillery, surveillance, and logistics .
The nature of the war facing III MAF during 1969 forced the author to concentrat e
on major operations . This focus in no way slights those Marines whose combat servic e
involved innumerable patrols, wearying hours of perimeter defense, and long days o f
providing logistical and administrative support for those in the field . III MAF's combat
successes in 1969 came from the combined efforts of all Americans in I Corps .
The author, Charles R . Smith, has been with the History and Museums Division sinc e
July 1971 . He has published several articles on military history, and is the author of Mariner in the Revolution : A History of the Continental Marines in the American Revolution, 1775-1783 (Washington : Hist&MusDiv, HQMC, 1975) . He is a graduate of th e
University of California, Santa Barbara, and received his master 's degree in history fro m
San Diego State University . He served in Vietnam with the 101st Airborne Division (Air mobile) in 1968 and 1969, first as an artilleryman and then as a historian .
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E . H . SIMMON S
Brigadier General, U.S . Marine Corps (Ret . )
Director of Marine Corps History and Museums
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Prefac e
US. Marines in Vietnam : High Mobility and Standdown, 1969, like its predecessors ,
is largely based on the holdings of the Marine Corps Historical Center . These holdings
include the official unit monthly command chronologies, combat after-action reports ,
daily message and journal files, files and studies of HQMC staff agencies and those of
the Office of the Commandant, and the Oral History, Personal Papers, and Referenc e
Collections of the Center.
The author supplemented these above sources with research in the records of the othe r
Services and pertinent published primary and secondary sources . Although none of the
information in this history is classified, some of the documentation on which it is base d
still carries a restricted or classified designation . More than 200 reviewers, most of who m
were participants in the events covered in this volume, read a comment edition of th e
manuscript . Their comments, where applicable, have been incorporated into the text .
A list of those who made substantial comments is included in the appendices . All ranks
used in the body of the text are those held by individuals in 1969 .
Like the previous volumes in the series, the production of this volume has been a cooper ative effort . Members of the Histories Section, History and Museums Division, past and
present, have reviewed the draft manuscript . Mrs . Joyce Bonnett, head archivist, and he r
assistants; aided the author's access to the records of the division and Headquarters Marine Corps staff agencies . Miss Evelyn A . Englander, head librarian, and her assistant ,
Mrs . Patricia E . Morgan, were very helpful in obtaining needed reference materials, a s
were members of the Reference Section, headed by Mr. Danny J . Crawford . Mrs . Regin a
Strother, formerly with the Defense Audio Visual Agency and now with the History an d
Museums Division, graciously assisted in the photographic research . Mr . Benis M . Frank ,
head of the Oral History Section, was equally helpful in not only making his tapes an d
transcripts available, but also in interviewing a number of key participants and reviewin g
a copy of the draft manuscript .
Mr. Robert E . Struder, head of the Publications Production Section, adeptly guide d
the manuscript through the various production phases and assisted the author in partially mastering the intricacies of computer publication . The typesetting of the manuscript
was done by Corporal James W . Rodriguez II and Lance Corporal Javier Castro . Mrs . Cather ine A . Kerns contributed significantly to the typesetting effort, developed the charts accompanying the text, and cheerfully and professionally provided considerable technica l
expertise on typesetting procedures . Mr . William S . Hill, the division 's graphics specialist,
expertly produced the maps and completed the design and layout of the volume . The
index was prepared by the author and Mrs . Meredith P. Hartley with the guidance an d
assistance of Mr. Frank .
The author gives special thanks to Brigadier General Edwin H . Simmons, Director o f
Marine Corps History and Museums, whose policies guide the Vietnam series ; to Deput y
Directors for History, Colonel Oliver M . Whipple, Jr., Colonel John G . Miller, and thei r
successor, Colonel James R . Williams, who provided continuing support and guidance ;
to Mr. Henry I . Shaw, Jr., Chief Historian, who aided the author by giving him the benefi t
of his considerable experience in writing Marine Corps history, encouragement, advice,
v

vi
prodding when needed, and general editorial direction ; and to Mr. Jack Shulimson, Head ,
Histories Section and Senior Vietnam Historian, for providing advice and guidance, an d
for editing the final manuscript .
The author is also indebted to his colleagues in the historical offices of the Army, Navy ,
Air Force, and Joint Chiefs of Staff, who freely exchanged information and made pertinent documents available for examination . The author must express his gratitude als o
to all those who reviewed the comment edition and provided corrections, personal photographs, and the insights available only to those who took part in the events . To all thes e
individuals and all others connected with this project, the author is indebted and trul y
grateful . In the end, however, it is the author alone who is responsible for the conten t
of the text, including opinions expressed and any errors in fact .

CHARLES R . SMITH
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PART I
THE CONTINUING WAR

CHAPTER 1

Planning the Campaign
I Corps Order of Battle — Strategy : A Reevaluation of Priorities—I Corps Plannin g

I Corps Order of Battle
Responsibility for the defense of the Republic of
Vietnam ' s five northernmost provinces of Quang Tri ,
Thua Thien, Quang Nam, Quang Tin, and Quan g
Ngai in January 1969 rested with III Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF) . Commanded by Lieutenan t
General Robert E . Cushman, Jr., III MAF consisted
of approximately 81,000 Marines situated at position s
throughout the provinces which constituted I Corp s
Tactical Zone (ICTZ) . Major General Charles J .
Quilter 's 15,500-man 1st Marine Aircraft Wing (1s t
MAW) controlled more than 500 fixed-wing and rotary aircraft from fields at Chu Lai, Da Nang, Phu Bai ,
and Quang Tri . Headquartered on Hill 327 southwes t
of Da Nang, Major General Ormond R . Simpso n's 1st
Marine Division, 24,000 strong, operated throughout
Quang Nam Province . The 21,000-man 3d Marine Di vision, commanded by Major General Raymond G .
Davis and controlled from Dong Ha Combat Base ,
was responsible for Quang Tri Province . At Da Nang ,
the 9,500 officers and men of Brigadier General Jame s
A . Feeley, Jr .'s Force Logistic Command (FLC) provid ed the wing and two Marine divisions with comba t
materiel and maintenance support . Scattered throughout the hundreds of villages and hamlets of the fiv e
provinces were the 1,900 officers and men of the Com bined Action Program (CAP), under Colonel Edwar d
F. Danowitz, who continued the Marines' ambitiou s
experiment in local security, still hampered somewha t
by the residual effects of the enemy ' s 1968 Te t
Offensive .
In addition to Marines, III MAF controlled approximately 50,000 United States Army troops . Located i n
Quang Tri Province, 5,000 officers and men of the 1s t
Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized), commanded by Colonel James M . Gibson, USA, aided i n
preventing enemy infiltration of the coastal plains . To
the south, in Thua Thien Province, the 101st Airborn e
Division (Airmobile), under Major General Melvi n
Zais, USA, deployed three brigades totalling 20,000
men in an arc protecting the ancient imperial capital
of Hue . These two Army units, which had been shifted to I Corps in 1968, together with the 3d Marine
2

Division, constituted XXIV Corps, commanded by
Army Lieutenant General Richard G . Stilwell .* Located
at Phu Bai, Stilwell's organization was under the operational control of III MAE Based at Chu Lai in
southern I Corps, the 23,800 Army troops of Majo r
General Charles M . Gettys' 23d Infantry (Americal )
Division operated in Quang Tin and Quang Nga i
Provinces under the direct control of III MAE Als o
under the direct control of General Cushman, in his
capacity as Senior U .S . Advisor in I Corps, were the
400 officers and men from all services of the Unite d
States Army Advisory Group (USAAG), who provided professional and technical assistance to South Vietnamese military units operating in I Corps Tactica l
Zone .
As a member of the III MAF staff, Mr. Charles T.
Cross, the civilian deputy for Civil Operations and
Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS), coordinated the pacification effort in I Corps through hi s
U .S . civilian and military representatives at th e
province and district level . Directly controlled b y
MACV, CORDS was created to integrate and direc t
the country-wide pacification program .
Other U .S . and allied contingents that were neithe r
attached to nor controlled by III MAF also operate d
within the boundaries of I Corps . Assigned to the U.S .
Army Support Command, U.S . Naval Support Activity, 3d Naval Construction Brigade, 45th Army Engineer Group, Task Force Clearwater, and the Air
Forc e' s 366th Tactical Fighter Wing were approximatel y
31,000 U.S . Army, Navy, and Air Force personnel .
While controlled by their respective services, these sup port units cooperated closely with III MAE Like th e
other five major allied organizations, the 7,800-ma n
2d Republic of Korea Marine Brigade, commanded by
Brigadier General Dong Ho Lee, which protected a n
enclave south of Da Nang centered on Hoi An ,
received operational guidance from III MAF, but wa s
under the direct authority of the commanding genera l
*In order to provide operational direction for the expanded Unite d
States military effort in northern I Corps during Tet, MACV Forward was established at Phu Bai in early February 1968 . On 10 March ,
the command unit was redesignated Provisional Corps, Vietnam ,
and on 15 August again redesignated as XXIV Corps .
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Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A19282 8

LtGen Robert E. Cushman, Jr., right, is congratulated by Gen Creighton Abrams, Commander, U. S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, after being presented a Gold Sta r
in lieu of a second Distinguished Service Medal. As Commanding General, III Marin e
Amphibious Force since June 1967, Cushman oversaw a doubling of III MAF's strength .
of Korean Forces in Vietnam, whose headquarters wa s
in Saigon .
The Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and
its paramilitary forces gradually were assuming a muc h
greater share of the fighting in I Corps by 1969 . Lieu tenant General Hoang Xuan Lam, commandin g
ICTZ, controlled a force of 34,000 ARVN regulars .
Headquartered at Hue, the 17 battalions of Majo r
General Ngo Quang Truong ' s 1st ARVN Infantry Di vision pursued enemy forces in Quang Tri and Thu a
Thien Provinces . In southern I Corps the 2d Division's
12 infantry battalions, commanded by Brigadier

General Nguyen Van Toan, fought both enemy regulars and guerrillas throughout Quang Tin and Quan g
Ngai Provinces . Between the two ARVN infantry di visions, the 51st Infantry and Armored Cavalry Regiments operated in Quang Nam Province . The 1s t
Ranger Group, normally stationed at Da Nang, acte d
as corps reserve, while the Vietnamese Air Force's 41s t
Tactical Wing, also located at Da Nang, provided overall air support .
Reinforcing ARVN regulars were 49,800 troops of
the Regional and Popular Forces (RF and PF), an d
8,500 trained members of the part-time People's Self-

4
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Defense Force (PSDF)—a paramilitary organizatio n
recruited, trained, and stationed in local areas . Amon g
other Vietnamese units available to combat smal l
groups of guerrilla infiltrators and root out members
of the local Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI), were th e
9,000-man National Police, and the National Polic e
Field Force with a strength of 2,500 . In addition, there
were 6,200 men of the Civilian Irregular Defens e
Group (CIDG), composed of Montagnard and Nung
tribesmen, Cambodians, and Vietnamese, recruite d
and trained by the South Vietnamese Special Force s
and advised by the U .S . Army's 5th Special Force s
Group (Airborne), which occupied nine mountai n
camps rimming the lowlands . Their task was to collect intelligence on enemy activities and attempt t o
block enemy infiltration routes into the heavily populated coastal plains . ,
From a modern complex of air-conditioned buildings on the banks of the Song Han at Da Nang ,
General Cushman coordinated the activities of thi s
diverse group of forces . Like his predecessor, Lieu tenant General Lewis W . Walt, he functioned withi n
a complex chain of command . III Marine Amphibious
Force was under the operational control of the Commander, U .S . Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, General Creighton W . Abrams ; but with respect
to administrative matters affecting his Marines, Gener al Cushman reported directly to Lieutenant General

Henry W . Buse, Jr ., Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific (FMFPac), in Hawaii . As command ing general of III MAF, General Cushman not only
directed the operations of all United States comba t
units in I Corps, but also provided guidance to the
commander of the Korean Marine Brigade and others
as I Corps Coordinator for United States and Fre e
World Military Assistance Forces and, as Senior U .S .
Advisor for I Corps, coordinated the activities of Lieu tenant General Lam's ARVN units with those of his
own .
General Cushman was well prepared when he assumed the post of top Leatherneck in Vietnam . A
graduate of the Naval Academy (Class of 1935) an d
recipient of the Navy Cross as a battalion commander
during the recapture of Guam, Cushman served fou r
years on Vice President Richard M . Nixon ' s staff as
Assistant for National Security Affairs . In addition h e
commanded the 3d Marine Division in 1961, and late r
while serving as Commanding General, Marine Corp s
Base, Camp Pendleton, headed both the 4th Marin e
Division Headquarters nucleus, and the newly organized 5th Marine Division . In April 1967, he was
appointed Deputy Commander, III Marine Amphibious Force . Three months later he assumed th e
duty of Commanding General, III MAF, replacing
Lieutenant General Walt .
During his tenure, General Cushman managed II I

LtGen Hoang Xuan Lam, left, Commanding General, 1 Corps ; LtGen Richard G. Stilwell,
USA, Commanding General, XXIV Corps; and MajGen Ngo Quang Truong, right, Commanding General, 1st AR VN Divirion, pose with Gen Cao Van mien, center left, Chair man of the South Vietnamese Joint General Staff during the latter's visit to Phu Bai .
Department of Defense Photo (USA) SC649680
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MAF's growth from a force of 97,000 Marine, Navy ,
and Army personnel to 172,000 by the beginning of
1969 . His responsibilities, however, changed little .
Like General Walt, Cushman was charged with the
defense of I Corps Tactical Zone . Although the
smallest in area and population, ICTZ was the mos t
strategically located of the four South Vietnames e
military regions due to its proximity to major enem y
infiltration and supply routes, and base areas in Laos ,
the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), and North Vietnam .
Cushman would be replaced in March 1969 by Lieu tenant General Herman Nickerson, Jr ., a highly deco rated veteran of World War II and Korea, and forme r
commanding general of the 1st Marine Division in
Vietnam from October 1966 to May 1967 .
Opposing American, South Vietnamese, and
Korean forces within the boundaries of I Corps, the

Demilitarized Zone, and contiguous North Vietnamese and Laotian border regions, were 123 Nort h
Vietnamese Army (NVA) and 18 Viet Cong (VC) com bat and support battalions composed of close to 89,00 0
enemy troops . According to allied intelligence estimates of early 1969, 42,700 were North Vietnames e
Army regulars while 6,500 were Viet Cong main an d
local force unit members . In addition, there were approximately 23,500 guerrillas and 16,000 political an d
quasi-military cadre . Added to these known Nort h
Vietnamese and Viet Cong units were additional infantry and support battalions with an estimate d
strength of 30,000 troops located within striking distance of the corps tactical zone .
Five different headquarters directed enemy operations within the corps tactical zone to varying degrees :
the B-5 Front which controlled troops along the DMZ ;
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victory to an attempt to win by prolonging the conflict . Large unit assaults were to be undertaken onl y
if favorable opportunities presented themselves ; small
unit operations, particularly highly organized hit-and run or sapper attacks, attacks by fire, harassment, terrorism, and sabotage would be used more extensively . The Communists hoped to inflict troop losses b y
cutting allied lines of communication, attacking base ,
rear service, and storage areas while conserving thei r
military strength, defeating the pacification effort, an d
strengthening their negotiating position at Paris .
Through such actions the enemy hoped to maintai n
an aura of strength and demonstrate to the South Vietnamese populace that its government was incapabl e
of providing security for its people .

Marine Corps Historical Collectio n

LtGen Herman Nickerson, Jr., right, relieves Ge n
Cushman as Commanding General, III Marine Amphibious Force in formal ceremonies at Da Nang o n
26 March 1969. LtGen Nickerson previously served in
Vietnam as Commanding General, 1st Marine Division and Deputy Commanding General, III MA E
7th Front which directed units within Quang Tr i
Province ; Tri-Thien-Hue Military Region which had
charge of units in Quang Tri and Thua Thie n
Provinces ; troops attached to the 4th Front whic h
operated in Quang Nam and Quang Tin Provinces ,
and the city of Da Nang ; and units subordinate to
Military Region 5 which operated in Quang Nga i
Province . The five political and military headquarters
were thought to receive orders from the Central Offic e
for South Vietnam (COSVN), which in turn was subject to the directives of the Reunification Departmen t
of the North Vietnamese Lao Dong Party . *
The dramatic and massive corps-wide attack, concentrated in the northern two provinces, and resultant severe losses during the Tet and post-Te t
Offensives of 1968, forced the enemy to reevaluat e
his military position as the new year began . As a result ,
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army strategy an d
tactics shifted from an attempt to win an immediat e
*COSVN, the North Vietnamese forward control headquarters ,
consisted of a few senior commanders and key staff officers organized
as an extremely mobile command post . Thought to be located in
Tay Ninh Province, III Corps, near the Cambodian border, COSVN ,
although targeted by numerous American and South Vietnames e
operations, eluded capture throughout the war .

The differences in terrain and population north an d
south of Hai Van Pass, which essentially bisected th e
corps tactical zone, resulted in markedly different mili tary situations by the end of 1968. In the north, with
less than a third of the zone's population, the enem y
tended to concentrate regular units in the uninhabited, jungle-covered mountain areas, close to border
sanctuaries . The war in the north, then, was one fough t
between allied regular units and North Vietnames e
Army regiments and divisions . It was, to draw an anal ogy, "like the Army fighting the Japanese in Ne w
Guinea—inhospitable jungle, mountainous terrain ;
the enemy being not little guys in black pajamas, bu t
little guys in well-made uniforms and well-equippe d
and well-led, and certainly well-motivated ." 2
Faced with a smaller population base and a some what weaker infrastructure in the northern tw o
provinces, and pursued at every turn by allied forces ,
enemy strength by year's end had dwindled to abou t
29 battalions from a high of 94 in mid-1968 . The al lied shift to a more mobile posture and the saturation of the remote mountain regions of western Quan g
Tri and Thua Thien Provinces with numerous patrols ,
sweeps, and ambushes resulted in the opening of vas t
areas of hitherto uncontested enemy strongholds, ex posing havens and supply caches . Further, it allowe d
allied forces to exploit the advantages of the helicopter to the fullest, which permitted the massing of
regimental or multi-regimental-size units anywher e
within the provinces in a matter of hours . Allied operations north of the Hai Van Pass by the end of 196 8
had produced a yearly total of almost 40,000 enem y
casualties, forcing both North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong units to withdraw in an attempt to regroup ,
reindoctrinate, refit, and prepare for the winter-spring
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offensive scheduled to begin in the early months o f
1969 .
The three provinces which constituted southern I
Corps posed a contrasting problem to that of th e
northern provinces . The large population base an d
stronger enemy infrastructure, built up over many years
in the region south of Da Nang and around Quang
Ngai, created a continuous threat to the large population centers and allied military complexes, whic h
were, in spite of the best attempts, the targets of frequent enemy ground and rocket attacks . Population and territorial security was progressing, albei t
slowly, and by the end of 1968, 69 percent of th e
civilian population, according to allied statistics, live d
within secure villages and hamlets . As enemy strengt h
in the north diminished and engagements becam e
progressively rarer, the enemy was able not only t o
maintain current force levels in the south, but eve n
to increase them slightly. The 42 enemy battalions i n
southern I Corps in mid-1968 were increased to abou t
54 by the end of the year .3
Taking advantage of favorable weather and the al lied out-of-country bombing pause, which went int o
effect on 1 November, the enemy renewed efforts to
build and repair strategic roads, greatly expandin g
resupply capabilities within the corps tactical zone an d
surrounding border areas . With the infusion of men
and material from the north, tactical redisposition of
forces, and increased determination to carry on th e
fight, the Communists began the new year as they ha d
begun the previous year—seeking the overthrow o f
the South Vietnamese Government and the reunification of the two Vietnams under Communist domination . III MAF was ready to ensure that the enem y
did not succeed . '
Strategy : A Reevaluation of Prioritie s
In 1969, the sixth year of direct United States combat operations in Southeast Asia, the basic issues of
the war remained largely unchanged . The Viet Cong ,
supported by regular North Vietnamese troops, continued to seek control over South Vietnam by attempting to destroy the existing governmental structure and
substituting in its place one of Communist domination . On the other hand, the Government of the
Republic of South Vietnam, with allied assistance ,
sought to check the VC and NVA assaults by buildin g
a viable nation immune to Communist overthrow . To
accomplish this, the South Vietnamese Government
asked for and received United States economic and

Courtesy of Maj Charles D . Melson, USM C

Enemy troops assemble in preparation for battle . Th e
Russian-designed 7 .62mm automatic rifle each carrie s
was the standard rifle of North Vietnamese Army soldiers and of guerrillas fighting in South Vietnam .
military support, particularly the manpower, mobility, and firepower of the United States Armed Forces .
In the four years prior to 1969, the United State s
presence grew rapidly as did its preoccupation wit h
successful military operations. The protection and fortification of South Vietnam 's political, economic, and
social institutions had been, to a large extent, left t o
its own government, and improvement and modernization of its combat power had received little emphasis . The advisory effort of the 1950s and early 1960s
had become United States direction and prosecutio n
of the war. The realization, both in Washington an d
Saigon, that the enemy had the capability of launching a major offensive in 1968 led to greater emphasi s
on meaningful programs, leading to increased population security, a stable government, and a militar y
strategy designed to seize the initiative . These goals ,
combat operations to defeat the enemy and promot e
security, increased effort to improve and moderniz e
the Vietnamese Armed Forces, and emphasis on building a viable state, were to receive equal attention .5 Th e
transition, then, was to turn the course away fro m
"Americanization of the war" toward "Vietnamizatio n
of the peace ."
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For the enemy, too, 1969 was a year of transition .
From 1965, the main thrust of Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese strategy was to match the United States
troop buildup and endeavor to defeat the allied force s
on the battlefield, a strategy that was followed unti l
Tet of 1968 . The failure of the Tet and post-Tet
Offensives resulted in the reformulation of strategy
and tactics . North and South Vietnamese Communis t
leaders set forth a new, pragmatic strategy that dismissed the possibility of a total victory on the fiel d
of battle over United States and South Vietnames e
Forces, seeking instead to parlay limited military victories into withdrawal of U .S . troops, establishmen t
of a coalition government, and ultimate Communis t
political victory in South Vietnam . It was a strategy
designed to weaken and exhaust the allies . As a captured enemy document noted : "For each additional
day [U .S . troops] stay, they must sustain more casual ties . For each additional day they stay, they mus t
spend more money and lose more equipment . Each
additional day they stay, the American people will
adopt a stronger anti-war attitude, as there is no hop e
to consolidate the puppet administration and Army . "6
Tactics, like overall strategy, were to change . Nort h
and South Vietnamese Communist leaders championed the more frequent use of small unit tactics i n
the form of ground attacks or attacks by fire agains t
population centers, economic areas, and allied bases ,
while still maintaining the option of large unit actions .
They emphasized the importance of the politica l
aspects of the war and moved to bolster their political appeal in the South by establishing a forma l
governmental structure . They prepared for either protracted warfare or a ceasefire, while trying to broade n
their options in South Vietnam, and enunciating thei r
major demands at the on-going peace negotiations i n
Paris . The basic enemy campaign plan for South Vietnam aimed to blunt the allied security program and
to foil attempts to Vietnamize the war .
With the first large commitment of United States
troops to the war in 1965, U .S . strategy focused on
assisting the Government of South Vietnam and it s
armed forces in defeating Communist subversion an d
aggression . This strategy stressed military operations ,
and advisory and financial assistance to aid in creatin g
a secure environment, necessary for the success of national development programs . Further, efforts wer e
made to encourage and assist the South Vietnames e
in assuming greater responsibility for the developmen t
and maintenance of a free and independent nation .
Various operational concepts to support this strate -

gy were developed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS )
and Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CinCPac), wit h
primary emphasis on maintaining maximum pressure
against the enemy' s disruptive and war-making capabilities through three interrelated undertakings . First
were the destruction of the Viet Cong main and Nort h
Vietnamese Army forces in South Vietnam, forcing th e
NVA to withdraw, and the separation of the VC units
from the population by providing a protective shiel d
through ground, air, and naval offensive operations
against the remaining enemy main force units . The
second undertaking involved the establishment of a
militarily secure environment within which the govern mental apparatus of South Vietnam could be extended, consolidated, and sustained . This entaile d
accelerating offensive operations against Viet Con g
guerrilla and main forces, with priority being give n
to the elimination or neutralization of the enemy's political and military infrastructure while simultaneousl y
developing and improving the Republic's armed an d
security forces . Third was the improvement of the na tional development effort through a number of integrated security, political, economic, and social
programs.
Although all three of these undertakings were conducted simultaneously well into 1968, priority was
given to the first operational goal . Military operations
designed to inflict unacceptable casualties on the ene my and thereby bring about a successful outcome t o
the war were stressed . A strategy of attrition, while
never formally articulated, was adopted . As General
William C . Westmoreland, Commander, United
States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, unti l
July 1968, stated :
Our strategy in Vietnam is to secure our bases which are
essential if we are to fight troops and sustain combat ; t o
control populated and productive areas, . . . to neutralize
his [the enemy's] base areas which are in the main situate d
. . . along international borders, . . . to force the enemy
back, particularly his main forces, back to peripheral area s
and to contain him there . Next to interdict infiltration . An d
finally to inflict maximum attrition on his ranks . '

In short, until mid-1968, "it was to grind down th e
enemy using the combined forces available in Sout h
Vietnam . "8 The other two operational goals received
relatively little in terms of effort and resources .
As allied losses declined and territorial security im proved following the enemy's failed Tet and post-Te t
Offensives, greater emphasis was placed on population security and improvement of South Vietnam ' s
Armed Forces . Out of this change in operational em-
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phasis evolved a balanced approach which was to be come the guiding principle for all future allie d
operations . In September 1968, General Creighton W.
Abrams, General Westmoreland's successor at MACV,
advanced the "one war" concept which in essenc e
recognized no such thing as a separate war of big unit s
or of population and territorial security. Under thi s
integrated strategic concept, allied forces were to carry the battle to the enemy simultaneously, in all area s
of conflict, by strengthening cooperation between U .S.
advisors and commanders and their South Vietnames e
military and civilian counterparts . Major elements of
the "one war" concept were population security,
modernization and improvement of South Vietnam' s
Armed Forces, and combat operations, each to receiv e
the highest priority, and each to be kept abreast of
the other and moving forward with the ultimate aim
of ensuring a strong and viable nation. No single element was to be allowed to overshadow the other two .
Under this concept, all allied forces were to be marshalled into a single integrated, all-out attack agains t
the enemy's forces, organization, activities, and facilities . Working in close coordination with the Armed
Forces of the Republic of Vietnam and other govern mental agencies, each element within the overall effort was to be assigned a mission and related tasks mos t
appropriate to its particular capabilities and limitations . Emphasis was to be placed on combined operations in which Free World Military Assistance Forces
and Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces would joi n
in an effort to increase the latter's experience and confidence . In all operations, mobility and flexibility were
to be stressed ; as the enemy situation changed, existing plans were to be rapidly modified to counter o r
capitalize on the changing situation . The strategy o f
attrition was dead . As General Abrams pointed ou t
to his major field commanders in mid-October :
The enemy's operational pattern is his understanding tha t
this is just one, repeat one, war . He knows there' s no such
thing as a war of big battalions, a war of pacification or a
war of territorial security . Friendly forces have got to recognize and understand the one war concept and carry the battle
to the enemy, simultaneously, in all areas of conflict . In the
employment of forces, all elements are to be brough t
together in a single plan—all assets brought to bear agains t
the enemy in every area, in accordance with the way th e
enemy does his business . . . . All types of operations are
to proceed simultaneously, aggressively, persistently and
intelligently—plan solidly and execute vigorously, never letting the momentum subside s

The "one war" concept embodied Abrams' long-hel d
belief that both the multi-battalion and pacification

wars were mutually supporting aspects of the sam e
struggle. *
As a corollary to the "one war " concept, significan t
emphasis was to be given to the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC), initiated in November 1968 .
Recognizing that insurgency would fail if cut off fro m
popular support, allied efforts were to be directe d
toward denying the enemy access to population an d
rice-growing centers, which in turn would deprive hi m
of his mobility and force him to divert combat troop s
to logistical duties for which he would otherwise impress local laborers .
Guided by these principles, the South Vietnames e
Joint General Staff (JGS), in coordination with General Abrams' MACV staff, issued two documents late i n
1968 which set forth strategy for the conduct of th e
war in the coming year . The 1969 Pacification and Development Plan was the first attempt by the Sout h
Vietnamese Government to present in a single document the strategy, concepts, priorities, and objective s
which were to guide the total pacification effort . Is sued on 15 December by South Vietnamese Premier
Tran Van Huong and members of the newly forme d
Central Pacification and Development Counci l
(CPDC), it was to take effect with the termination o f
the Accelerated Pacification Campaign in February
1969 . Although a unilateral plan, it was considere d
to be directive in nature for all allied forces . Th e
primary objectives of the plan were to provide at leas t
a measure of security for 90 percent of the South Vietnamese population by the end of 1969, and exten d
national sovereignty throughout the country b y
eliminating the Viet Cong Infrastructure, strengthening local government, increasing participation in selfdefense forces, encouraging defection among enem y
units and their supporters, assisting refugees, combating terrorism, and promoting rural economic development and rice production .
*In commenting on the "one war" concept, promulgated b y
General Abrams, General Westmoreland stated : "It was not Abrams
that did it, it was the changed situation which he adapted to . Th e
change was the situation, it was not the personality because, General
Abrams was my deputy for over a year . He and I consulted abou t
almost every tactical action . I considered his views in great dept h
because I had admiration for him and I'd known him for many years .
And I do not remember a single instance where our views and th e
courses of action we thought were proper, differed in any way." Continuing, "there was no change in strategy . But there was a change
in the situation, a profound change after the defeat of the Mt Offensive." (Gen William C . Westmoreland intvw, 4Apr83, pp . 7, 19 [Oral HistColl, MCHC, Washington, D .C.])
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A Marine infantryman scrambles down a steep mountain slope during a typical patrol in I Corps' rugged,
jungle-covered mountainous terrain in search of Nort h
Vietnamese Army Forces, base camps, and cache sites .
The four corps and Capital Military District commanders were given primary responsibility for executing the pacification plan on the basis of province plan s
prepared under corps supervision and reviewed in Saigon . To focus and ensure success for the effort, intermediate goals were established . These goals, to be accomplished by 30 June 1969, were deliberately set hig h
in order to exact maximum effort .
The second document issued was the Combined
Campaign Plan (CCP) for 1969, which provided basi c
guidance for all Free World forces in the conduct o f
military operations in South Vietnam . The 1969 pla n
inaugurated a number of changes in annual campaig n
planning which strengthened the status of the Sout h
Vietnamese Joint General Staff . Unlike previous campaign plans, which were prepared by MACV, the 1969
plan was prepared by the JGS with assistance fro m
MACV. In addition, U.S . forces were for the first tim e
listed among Free World forces instead of separately ,
and more significantly, the plan, once drawn up, wa s
signed by each of the national commanders .
The basic assumptions included in the plan remained unchanged from those of 1968, except for ac -
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knowledging the on-going Paris peace negotiation s
and assuring that allied force levels would remain stable throughout the year . Under the plan, United State s
and South Vietnamese troops were to continue mobil e
operations against enemy forces and bases, while
screening population centers against attack and in filtration. The plan also directed continued extension
of government control by securing major cities, towns ,
and military installations, and denying enemy acces s
to important economic regions, rail and road links ,
and centers of government . Again emphasized were
the need for population security, elimination of enemy
infrastructure, development of local self-defense forces ,
and civic action programs, but to a much greate r
degree than similar programs had received in previous campaign plans .
Twelve major objectives and goals were enumerate d
for use in measuring progress . As compared with th e
1968 plan, the 1969 campaign plan reduced and simplified the list, making it more meaningful and mor e
reasonably attainable than were the percentile goal s
used in the past . The goals established for Free Worl d
forces varied : defeat Viet Cong and North Vietnames e
armed forces ; extend South Vietnamese Governmen t
control; modernize and raise the level of South Vietnam combat readiness ; inflict maximum enemy
casualties ; increase the percentage of territory an d
population under South Vietnamese control throug h
an expanded pacification effort ; reduce the enemy' s
ability to conduct ground and fire attacks against military and civilian targets ; destroy or neutralize enemy
base areas ; enhance the effectiveness of provincial secu rity forces ; secure vital lines of communication ; neutralize the enemy's infrastructure ; increase the numbe r
of Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army deserters ;
and, maximize intelligence collection and counter intelligence activities . In order to make substantia l
progress in achieving these goals, allied militar y
resources were to be applied to critical areas, with econ omy of force being practiced in less essential areas .
In ICTZ, allied forces were to be committed primar ily to offensive operations in order to destroy enem y
forces throughout the tactical zone and those whic h
might cross the Demilitarized Zone and Laotian border . Operations were also to be conducted to destro y
enemy base areas, and to protect the major populatio n
centers of Hue, Da Nang, Quang Ngai, and the mai n
lines of communications, especially Routes 1 and 9 .
Pacification activities would be concentrated on th e
populated coastal areas surrounding the major citie s
and extended to other populated areas along Route 1 .
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In essence, the 1969 country-wide Combined Campaign Plan abandoned the earlier concept of a protective shield of containment, and both emphasize d
and implemented the concept of area security and control, while again stressing the spirit of the offensive
and relentless attack against the enemy. It recognize d
both the enemy's political and military threats and advocated expanded spoiling and preemptive operation s
against all types of enemy organizations and facilities ,
with particular emphasis placed on eliminating th e
Viet Cong Infrastructure . Further, it recognized that
there was just one war and the battle was to be carried to the enemy, simultaneously, 'in all areas of conflict . Friendly forces were to be brought together i n
a single plan against the enemy in accordance wit h
the way he operated . "The key strategic thrust," as stated in the MACV Strategic Objectives Plan approve d
by General Abrams early in 1969, was "to provid e
meaningful, continuing security for the Vietnames e
people in expanding areas of increasingly effective civi l
authority." As envisioned by MACV and the JGS, th e
"one war" concept was to be forcefully implemente d
on all fronts in 1969 . As General Abrams stated t o
a gathering of his major field commanders early i n
January :
Pacification is the "GUT" issue for the Vietnamese . This i s
why I think that we cannot let the momentum die down .
I started off by saying that I think we have the cards. I believe that . But the artistry in this situation is going to b e
to play the cards at the proper time and in the proper place .
We do not have so many extras that we can afford to blunde r
around and put forces where the enemy isn't and where th e
pacification effort doesn 't need it . It is going to require th e
utmost in professional work and professional judgment during the next weeks to ensure that we play our cards in th e
most effective way. If we do not and we get sloppy, pacification is going to really suffer . You can't let the old steam rolle r
get going and not feed it fuel and expect it to keep going? 0

I Corps Planning
On 26 December 1968, South Vietnamese, Korean ,
and American commanders in I Corps Tactical Zon e
issued their Combined Campaign Plan for 1969 .
Designed to implement the objectives outlined in th e
nationwide campaign and pacification plans, thi s
document was to provide basic guidance for the operations of Marines and allied forces in ICTZ through out the coming year.
The drafters of the plan assumed that the North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong in I Corps would continu e
to follow the strategy used during the campaigns o f
late 1968— that of concentrating men and materiel in

attacks on population centers in order to inflict a
defeat on the ARVN and incite a popular uprising that
would culminate in either the overthrow of the Sout h
Vietnamese Government, or its replacement by a coalition government which would include representatives
of the National Front for the Liberation of Sout h
Vietnam .
Due to a number of decisive tactical defeats, heav y
casualties, and failure to gain popular support by 1969 ,
allied planners noted :
Realizing that he cannot win a military victory, the enem y
is apparently resorting to a "fighting while negotiating "
strategy. In adopting such a strategy, he now hopes to gai n
political advantage at the conference table through continue d
offensive action in RVN [Republic of Vietnam] . The enem y
is expected to expand his efforts to control the rural area s
and strengthen his infrastructure as a base for further action .,

In pursuit of this goal, the planners declared, th e
NVA and VC in I Corps would endeavor to " wear down
and eliminate RVNAF [Republic of Vietnam Arme d
Forces] and Allied forces to the maximum extent possible and to draw friendly forces away from urban area s
and thereby relieving pressure on those enemy forces
attacking the urban areas ." 12 In the attack on the urban population, Communists forces would continu e
to rely on such standard tactics as assassination, rock et and mortar attacks on vital areas and key installations, and direct assaults on isolated units, outposts ,
and towns . These actions were aimed, the planner s
noted, at demoralizing allied forces, discrediting th e
South Vietnamese Government, and disrupting it s
pacification effort .
To meet and eliminate the enemy threat, campaig n
planners divided the opposing force into tw o
categories, the VC and NVA main force units ofte n
found in remote areas and local VC guerrilla units an d
their supporters, concentrated in and around urba n
population centers . They assigned a distinct yet overlapping function to each allied unit : Korean, American, and ARVN regulars were to focus on destructio n
of the enemy's main forces, neutralization of base and
logistical areas, and prevention of infiltration of population centers . Regional and Popular, People's SelfDefense, and National Police forces were to weed ou t
and eliminate Viet Cong local force units and infra structure. These auxiliaries were to furnish " security
for hamlets and villages and will defend the LOC s
[lines of communication], political and economi c
centers and government installations . They will als o
participate in and coordinate with the ARVN regular
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LtGen Robert K Cushman, left, Commanding General, III Marine Amphibious Force ;
LtGen Hoang Xuan Lam, Commanding General, I Corps ; and BGen Dong Ho Lee, right,
Commander, 2d Republic of Korea Marine Brigade, sign the I Corps Combined Campaign Plan for 1969, outlining allied coordination and assistance policies for I Corps.
forces in the protection of cities and provincial an d
district capitals" 1 3
The major task assigned to the regular forces under the plan was to locate and "systematically neutralize " the enemy ' s base areas scattered throughout th e
tactical zone, predominantly in the mountains adjacent to the Laotian border . Allied troops were to concentrate on those enemy command, control, an d
logistical facilities which "directly affect the selecte d
RD [Revolutionary Development] priority areas, ke y
population and economic centers, and vital communications arteries" 14 Priority was given to those enem y
base areas within striking distance of Dong Ha an d
Quang Tri City (Base Area 101), Da Nang (Base Area
112), and Quang Ngai City (Base Area 120 .* For the
more remote bases where complete neutralization an d
permanent denial was impossible, "repeated air strike s
with random pattern ground operations " were to b e
*Each enemy base was assigned a three-digit number . The firs t
digit represented the country in which it was located (1 for Sout h
Vietnam and 6 for Laos), while the last two digits indicated sequential position of discovery by allied troops .

used to "create insecurity, disrupt command channels ,
and deter stationing and movement of VC/NVA
forces " within those areas 1 5 The drafters of the campaign plan were convinced that :
The destruction of the enemy's command, control, an d
logistics facilities will contribute to his eventual defeat . The
neutralization of these bases will also require the enemy t o
place greater demands on the people for more manpowe r
and resources . As these demands increase, the people wil l
become more susceptible to friendly psychological operations . This will support the objective of assisting the GV N
in expanding territorial control 1 6

"Territorial control" or territorial security was stresse d
by the authors as the primary objective of all allie d
activity in I Corps :
The campaign to provide sustained territorial security i n
the countryside and concurrently to introduce political, economic and social reforms which will establish condition s
favorable for further growth and stability, is just as important as anti-aggression operations . Operations to annihilate
the enemy, while clearly essential to pacification, are by them selves inadequate . The people must be separated and won
over from the enemy."
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Each allied unit was assigned a security function, i n
addition to its other allotted duties . American ,
Korean, and ARVN regulars, when not engaged i n
major operations against enemy base areas and mai n
force units, were to "prevent enemy infiltration into
the fringes of towns, cities, and areas adjacent to population" centers by constantly patrolling those areas .1 8
They were to reinforce territorial units under attack ,
furnish air and artillery support, and assist them i n
their campaign to eliminate local Viet Cong . Region al and Popular Force units within the tactical zone wer e
to carry out ambushes, cordons, and patrols near inhabited areas, while the National Police and People' s
Self-Defense Forces were to maintain public order an d
conduct operations aimed at eradicating the enemy' s
infrastructure .
I Corps planners also sought to delineate the ofte n
conflicting responsibilities for pacification by requiring each locality to be placed into one of five genera l
security categories : uninhabited areas, North Vietnamese Army- or Viet Cong-controlled areas, contested areas, areas being secured, and those areas
considered completely secure. Uninhabited areas en compassed, that territory just inside the national frontiers which did not contain officially recognized
hamlets . NVA- or VC-controlled areas were regions in
which the enemy was present and able to exert military and political influence . In both of these areas, al lied units were to conduct only transient operations ,
with no intention of gaining complete and permanen t
control .
Closer to the main population centers were the con tested areas . Selected as targets for Revolutionary Development activities, these areas were to be cleared
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permanently of all organized enemy main force an d
guerrilla unit activity by regular forces . In areas in th e
process of being secured, all "organized resistanc e" was
considered to have ceased and the government to b e
in the process of destroying what remained of the enemy's guerrilla network, thereby preventing its re emergence.
Secure areas, the final category, were densely populated regions where government control was complete ,
or where permanent New Life Hamlets (Ap Doi Moi )
were being developed . Here the population coul d
move freely without fear of organized enemy attacks ,
except for occasional individual acts of terrorism or
sabotage, and indirect attacks by fire . In both secure
areas and areas being secured, the responsibility fo r
defense and maintenance of public order rested wit h
local officials and their principal security forces, th e
RF and PF, the PSDF, and the National Police .
The purpose of this regional organization was no t
only to fix responsibility for pacification, but to integrate and unify all allied activity. Combat operations ,
population and teritorial security, and RVNAF improvement and modernization were to be equally emphasized in the "one war" concept as enumerated by
the ICTZ/III MAF Combined Campaign Plan fo r
1969 .
Against this background, the battlefields of I Corps
Tactical Zone were relatively quiet during the early
days of 1969 . The Viet Cong's unilateral 72-hour New
Year's truce ended on 2 January, but intermittent
fighting took place as allied forces, who had refuse d
to recognize the ceasefire, continued both large an d
small unit operations .

CHAPTER 2

Mountain Warfar e
Northern I Corps— Off Balance—From the Cua Viet, South

Northern I Corps
Arrayed within the provinces of Quang Tri and Thu a
Thien as 1969 began were the following major Unite d
States headquarters and combat units : Headquarters
XXIV Corps ; 3d Marine Division ; Task Force Hotel ;
101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) ; 1st Brigade, 5t h
Infantry Division (Mechanized) ; XXIV Corps Artillery ;
and U .S . Navy Task Force Clearwater. Generall y
deployed along the Demilitarized Zone and Laotia n
border within Quang Tri Province was the 3d Marin e
Division, less two battalions of the 3d Marines, wit h
the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized )
under its control, operating throughout the easter n
portion of the province, primarily within the piedmont
and coastal lowlands . Located at Vandegrift Combat
Base in western Quang Tri was Task Force Hotel, whic h
essentially functioned as 3d Marine Division Forwar d
Headquarters . Deployed within Thua Thien Province
were the three brigades of the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile), headquartered at Camp Eagle, sout h
of Hue and northwest of Phu Bai . Collocated wit h
Headquarters, XXIV Corps, at Phu Bai Combat Base
was XXIV Corps Artillery, while stationed at Don g
Ha was the subordinate 108th Artillery Group . The
Nav y' s Task Force Clearwater, with the mission of rive r
and inland waterway security, operated from a bas e
near the mouth of the Song Cua Viet in Quang Tr i
Province, with river patrol groups securing the Son g
Cua Viet and Song Huong (Perfume River), and patro l
air cushion vehicle (PACV) elements patrolling inlan d
waterways .
Enemy activity throughout northern I Corps wa s
light and sporadic during the early days of Januar y
1969 . Along the Demilitarized Zone, units of the 3 d
Marine Division and 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized) faced elements of six North Vietnamese regiments, the 138th, 270th, 84th, 31st, 27th ,
and the 126th Naval Sapper, all independent regiments of the unlocated B-5 Front Headquarters. Thre e
regiments of the veteran 320th NVA Division had
withdrawn from western and central Quang Tr i
Province for refitting in North Vietnam following their
third defeat in late 1968 .' What enemy activity there
was, was generally limited to infrequent rocket and

mortar attacks on allied positions, ground probes by
squad- and platoon-size units, and attempts at interdicting the Song Cau Viet with mines . Artillery fire
from within and north of the Demilitarized Zone ha d
all but ceased in December .
Within the central portion of Quang Tri Province ,
units subordinate to the 7th Front, including thre e
battalions of the 812th Regiment, were for the most
part pulled back into jungle sanctuaries on the Quan g
Tri Thua Thien provincial border for resupply and in fusion of replacements . These three units were badl y
mauled during the 1968 Tet and post-Tet Offensives ,
and their forward base areas and cache sites destroye d
by Marine and ARVN search and clear operations during the late summer and fall campaigns . Enemy
strength at the end of January, within the Demilitarized Zone and Quang Tri Province, was estimated a t
36,800, approximately 2,500 more than the December
total . Of these, more than half were confirmed to b e
combat troops .
In Thua Thien Province the enemy situation wa s
similar . North Vietnamese Army units, with the exception of small forward elements of the 4th and 5th
Regiments, had been withdrawn into the A Shau Val ley and Laos under constant U .S . and ARVN pressur e
during the previous year. These forward elements di d
conduct occasional attacks by fire, but were forced t o
confine much of their effort to attempts at rice gathering and survival in the foothills of the province . Viet
Cong local force units and the Viet Cong Infrastructur e
remained under steady pressure from Army, ARVN ,
and provincial forces, and likewise devoted much o f
their energy toward survival and avoiding discovery .
End-of-January estimates placed enemy strength with in the province at 15,200, a 25-percent increase ove r
December figures .
To the west, in the A Shau Valley and beyond, ther e
were signs of increasing enemy activity . Roadwork was
being conducted on Route 548 in the valley and o n
Route 922 in Laos . Vehicular traffic and troop movement was light at the beginning of the month, bu t
soon picked up as January progressed, particularly i n
and around Route 922 and enemy Base Area 611 i n
Laos .
15
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Off Balance
While the enemy generally avoided contact in January, American and South Vietnamese forces in north ern I Corps continued their efforts at keeping him of
f
balance, striking at his traditional base areas and in filtration routes, and increasing security within populated areas . Driving deeper into the mountains an d
areas bordering the Demilitarized Zone, allied force s
pushed and probed for evidence of infiltration an d
supply build-up, in order to determine the enemy' s
intentions in the months ahead and thwart them be fore they could be implemented .
Leading the effort in Quang Tri Province was th e
3d Marine Division under the command of Majo r
General Raymond G . Davis. A veteran of the Guadalcanal, Cape Gloucester, and Peleliu campaigns o f
World War II and Medal of Honor recipient for actions at the Chosin Reservoir during the Korean War ,
Davis assumed command of the division in May 1968 ,
following a short tour as Deputy Commanding General, Provisional Corps, Vietnam .
Under Davis' leadership, the tactical disposition o f
the division would be turned around . No longer con signed to defensive positions, the 3d Marine Division ,
with helicopter support, now would assume a highl y
mobile posture, characteristic of Army air cavalry an d
airborne operations of 1968 . As General Davis noted :
We had something like two dozen battalions up there all
tied down (with little exception) to these fixed positions ,
and the situation didn't demand it . So, when the Army
moved into Pegasus to relieve the Khe Sanh operation [i n
April 1968] they applied forces directly responsive to the enemy's dispositions and forgot about real estate—forgetting
about bases, going after the enemy in key areas—this

punished the enemy most . Pegasus demonstrated the decisiveness of high mobility operations . The way to get it done
was to get out of these fixed positions and get mobility, t o
go and destroy t!ie enemy on our terms—not sit there and
absorb the shot and shell and frequent penetrations that
he was able to mount . So all this led me, as soon as I hear d
that I was going, it led me to do something I had never don e
before or since, and that is to move in prepared in the firs t
hours to completely turn the command upside down . They
were committed by battalion in fixed positions in such a
way that they had very little mobility. The relief of CGs took
place at eleven o'clock . At one o'clock I assembled the staff
and commanders ; before dark, battalion positions had be come company positions. It happened just that fast .2

In addition to establishing a more mobile posture ,
Davis reinstituted unit integrity. For various reasons ,
the regiments of the division had slowly evolved int o
operational headquarters which might have any battalion of the division assigned . There was constant rotation ; the 9th Marines, for example, might have a
battalion of the 3d Marines, a battalion of 4th Marines, and only one of its own . Thus, as Colonel Rober t
H . Barrow, one of Davis' regimental commanders an d
later Commandant of the Marine Corps, noted, th e
individual battalions "felt . . . they were commande d
by strangers . Every unit has a kind of personality o f
its own, often reflecting the personality of the commander, so you never got to know who did what best ,
or who would you give this mission to ." 3 Davis changed
that; each regiment, under normal operating circumstances, would now control its constituent battalions .
As General Davis later commented, "it was the ke y
to our success" 4
As battalions of the division moved from defensive
operations to more aggressive operations against ele -
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ments of the 320th NVA Division during the latter
half of 1968, the need for helicopters grew. "I was very
fortunate in this, " Davis was later to state, " that the
later model of the CH-46 was arriving in-country i n
large numbers . Whereas it would pick up a platoon ,
the old 46 would hardly pick up a squad ."5 In addition, due to his close working relationship with Arm y
Lieutenant General William B . Rosson, Provisional
Corps commander, and Lieutenant General Richar d
G. Stilwell, his successor at XXIV Corps, Davis had
the promise of Army helicopter support if needed.
More important, however, was the creation of Provisional Marine Aircraft Group 39 and the subsequen t
assignment, initially on a temporary basis, of a Marine air commander for northern I Corps who, as
General Davis stated, "had enough authority delegated to him from the wing, where he could execut e
things ; he could order air units to do things " e * Wit h
helicopter transport assured, division Marines move d
from relatively static positions south of the Demilitarized Zone and along north-south Route 1 and east west Route 9, the main lines of communication, int o
the mountainous regions of Quang Tri Province in
search of the enemy and his supplies .
Davis' concept of mobile operations depended no t
only on the helicopter, but on the extensive exploitation of intelligence, specifically that gathered by smal l
reconnaissance patrols, which he continuously employed throughout the division ' s area of responsibility and which supplemented both electronic an d
human acquired intelligence . Operating within rang e
of friendly artillery were the heavily armed "Stingray "
patrols, whose mission was to find, fix, and destro y
the enemy with all available supporting arms, an d
rapid reinforcement, if necessary . In the more remot e
areas, beyond artillery range, he used "Key Hole "
patrols . Much smaller in size and armed with only essential small arms and ammunition, the function o f
these patrols was to observe? The 3d Marine Division ,
Davis noted, "never launched an operation withou t
acquiring clear definition of the targets and objective s
through intelligence confirmed by recon patrols . High
*Assistant Wing Commander, Brigadier General Homer S . Hill ,
was temporarily assigned to 3d Marine Division Headquarters fo r
"operations requiring more than routine air support and used hi s
normal position within the Wing to coordinate air operations o n
the spot? ' The assignment of a Marine air commander to norther n
I Corps "did not involve any new command structure ." (Col Edwi n
H. Finlayson, Comments on draft ms, 25Nov86 [Vietnam 69 Comment File, MCHC, Washington, D .C .])
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MajGen Raymond G. Davis led 3d Marine Division .
mobility operations [were] too difficult and comple x
to come up empty or in disaster." 8
Armed with information on probable enemy troop
and supply locations provided by reconnaissanc e
patrols and other intelligence sources, such as radi o
intercepts, 3d Division Marines would advance rapidl y
into the proposed area of operations. Forward artillery
positions, or fire support bases (FSBs), defended b y
a minimum of infantry personnel, would be established on key terrain features . These mutually supporting bases, constructed approximately 8,000 meter s
apart with a 3,000-meter overshoot in order to cove r
enemy mortars, provided ground troops operating under the fan with continuous, overlapping artillery support . Once inserted, Marine rifle companies, and eve n
entire battalions, would move rapidly, althoug h
methodically, and largely on foot, throughout the are a
to be searched . Additional fire support bases would
be constructed, permitting deeper penetration of th e
area of operations .
The purpose of the intelligence collection effort an d
subsequent combat operations, if required, was to pre vent the enemy from sticking his "logistics nose in country." "The [enemy's] first order of business," as
Colonel Barrow later noted, was to "move all the thing s
of war ; all of their logistics forward from the sanctuaries of North Vietnam, just across the DMZ, or fro m
Laos." This movement would take weeks, or possibly
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months . At the appointed time, troops would quickly move in, marry up with the cached supplies, an d
then do battle . As General Davis believed and Barrow later stated :
We must do everything we can to find that stuff, wherever its exists and obviously destroy it . And if we miss any
of it, we must attempt by vigorous patrolling, radio intercept, signal intelligence, recon team inserts, and whatever
else, to find out when any troops were moving in . Maybe
we hadn't found their logistics, their caches, and we didn' t
want to have the surprise of not finding them until afte r
they had married up and were about to engage us som e
place .9

Thoroughly indoctrinated in the mobile concept of
operations, Marines of the 3d Division at the beginning of 1969 could be found from the Laotian borde r
to the coastal lowlands . To the west, elements o f
Colonel Robert H . Barrow's 9th Marines continue d
searching north of the Khe Sanh plateau in operation s
begun the year before . In the center, the 4th Marines ,
under Colonel William F. Goggin, patrolled the
mountainous areas north of Vandegrift Combat Bas e
and south of the Demilitarized Zone . Further east, one
battalion of Colonel Michael M . Spark's 3d Marines
continued to search areas south of the DMZ and north

of Route 9, while the remainder of the regiment assisted the 5th Marines in Operation Taylor Commo n
in Quang Nam Province .
On 31 December 1968 and 1 January 1969, teams
from the 3d Reconnaissance Battalion were inserte d
west of Khe Sanh along the Laotian border, initiatin g
Operation Dawson River West . The teams immediately secured seven landing zones, eliminating th e
need for preassault artillery and air strikes . On th e
morning of the 2d, elements of Barrow's 9th Marine s
and supporting artillery made simultaneous helicopter landings into the secured zones north of Route 9 .
The initial assaults were made by Lieutenant Colonel
George W. Smith's 1st Battalion, Lieutenant Colone l
George C . Fox's 2d Battalion, and Company L, 3d Bat talion under First Lieutenant Raymond C . Benfatti .
A battalion of the 2d ARVN Regiment assaulted sout h
of Route 9 to the right of the 2d Battalion, 9th Marines on the 4th . Fire Support Bases Geiger and Smith ,
occupied by batteries of Lieutenant Colonel Josep h
Scoppa, Jr.'s 2d Battalion, 12th Marines, supported th e
9th, while an ARVN artillery battery at Fire Suppor t
Base Snapper supported the South Vietnamese .
Throughout the three-week operation, Barrow's Ma rines experienced minimal enemy contact during th e

Infantrymen of the 1st Battalion, 9th Marines move through waist-high elephant grass
in search of enemy troops and supply areas around Khe Sanh during Dawson River West .
Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A800506
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Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A80050 3

A solitary Marine moves up a small stream near the abandoned Khe Sanh base, carefully
checking out both banks for hidden North Vietnamese Army supplies and harbor sites .
search . They uncovered numerous small weapon s
caches, of which a great majority contained U.S . equip ment, rations, and ammunition lost during and afte r
the sieges of Lang Vei and Khe Sanh in 1968 . Th e
South Vietnamese located more recent hoards o f
122mm rockets, mortars, and artillery rounds along
Route 9 in the vicinity of Lang Vei . The general pat tern of search during the operation was from the Laotian border north of Route 9, in the vicinity of Fir e
Support Base Argonne, south and astride Route 9 ; a
probe into the "Vietnam Salient," that portion o f
South Vietnam which protrudes into Laos, near Fire
Support Base Passport ; and finally back toward Vandegrift Combat Base . At the close of Dawson Rive r
West, the 3d Battalion, 9th Marines resecured Fir e
Support Bases Henderson, Tun Tavern, Cates, an d
Shiloh near the Ba Long Valley, southwest of Vandegrift .
While the 9th Marines accounted for few enem y
casualties and limited equipment captured, Operation Dawson River West proved significant in ascertaining that no sizeable enemy concentrations or
supplies existed in the Khe Sanh area or Vietna m
Salient at the time . "If there was ever a piece of groun d
in the western part of Quang Tri that was searched ou t
thoroughly," Barrow remembered, "that was that operation''10 In addition, the 9th Marines created a number of landing zones and fire support bases, facilitatin g
continued operations against the NVA in western an d
southwestern Quang Tri Province, and providing a

springboard for the regiment's turn to the south an d
future push into the upper Song Da Krong Valley ,
southwest of Vandegrift .
East of the Dawson River area of operations, Colone l
Goggin' s 4th Marines continued search and clear operations in the Scotland II area, while elements of the
3d Marines' Task Force Bravo, in Operation Kentucky,
conducted search and cordon operations in the vicinity
of the outposts at Cam Lo, Con Thien, and Charlie-2 ,
south of the DMZ . Scotland II, a continuation of operations initiated in November 1967 in and around Kh e
Sanh by the 26th Marines, was begun 15 April 196 8
under the control of Task Force Glick, later redesignated Task Force Hotel and now under the comman d
of Assistant 3d Division Commander, Brigadie r
General Frank E . Garretson . Employing various battalions of the division, led by the 4th Marines, an d
elements of the 2d ARVN Regiment in search an d
clear operations in an area generally bounded by Route
561, Route 9, the Demilitarized Zone, and the Laotian border, Marines of Task Force Hotel had, since Apri l
the previous year, accounted for nearly 4,000 enem y
killed and 1,100 weapons captured .
Ground combat was light and scattered through out January and into early February as Lieutenan t
Colonel George T. Sargent, Jr.'s 1st Battalion, 4th Marines conducted searches of the area surrounding Nu i
Tia Pong, west of Elliott Combat Base (Rockpile), an d
Lieutenant Colonel Joseph E . Hopkins' 2d Battalio n
continued extensive squad-size reconnaissance patrols
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along the Demilitarized Zone, north and west of Co n
Thien . The 3d Battalion, under Lieutenant Colone l
William A . Donald, in cooperation with the Quan g
Tri Provisional Rifle Company, maintained patrol s
from Ca Lu and Vandegrift Combat Base . The searches
and extensive patrolling did uncover several importan t
enemy fighting positions and supply caches . On 1 0
January, two companies of Lieutenant Colonel Sargent's 1st Battalion discovered a large bunker complex
northeast of Fire Support Base Neville, containing ove r
120 mortar rounds, miscellaneous small arms ammunition, and explosives . Company L, working in con junction with the 2d Battalion, 2d ARVN Regiment ,
on 23 January uncovered nearly 500 mortar rounds i n
multiple dumps in the vicinity of bases Charlie-1,

Charlie-2, and Alpha-1, northwest of Cam Lo . It appeared from the location of the caches that the NVA
were prepositioning ammunition and supplies as fa r
forward as possible along the Demilitarized Zone i n
order to support future offensive operations.
As a result of these and other discoveries within the
Scotland area of operations, Colonel Goggin ordere d
Lieutenant Colonel Hopkins' 2d Battalion to conduc t
reconnaissance patrols within the southern half of th e
Demilitarized Zone, while maintaining search an d
clear operations immediately to the south . " Our operations north of the southern boundary of the DMZ,"
Hopkins noted, "were not search and destroy operations per se . There were certain political implication s
involved, obviously. It had to be a carefully controlled

Marines of Company B, 1st Battalion, 4th Marines pick their way among rocks as the y
cross one of the many streams which traversed the rugged mountainous terrain whic h
characterized the Scotland II area of operations, south of the Demilitarized Zone .
Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A800539
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reconnaissance of the southern half of the DMZ unde r
some specific rules of engagement which rather limite d
the number of personnel who might be in that are a
at any time.""* The reconnaissance effort was to involve teams from the division's 3d Reconnaissance Bat talion and a rifle squad from Companies F, G, an d
H; a squad being the largest unit which could be introduced into the Demilitarized Zone for any purpose .
Specific targets of the reconnaissance effort were enem y
forces, fortifications, and supply caches .
Operations within the DMZ began on 1 Februar y
with the insertion of three division reconnaissanc e
teams and an equal number of squads from the 2 d
Battalion . Generally, the teams covered less area an d
were involved in more fighting than Hopkins' squad s
during the two-week effort . As a result, the divisio n
reaction force, designated " Sparrow Hawk," was usually
sent in to reinforce the reconnaissance teams . This
technique, as Lieutenant Colonel Hopkins later reported, "offered an opportunity to put a larger force o f
Marines in, an additional platoon, and by walkin g
them directly south, offered the opportunity to per form a good solid reconnaissance by a good-size uni t
of a portion of the area"1 2
Under the watchful eyes of North Vietnamese soldiers, some of whom stood in the open on the northern bank of the Ben Hai which bisected the DMZ ,
Hopkins' squads covered approximately 50 percent o f
the 36-square-kilometer reconnaissance zone assigned .
Contact was sporadic, the actions involving either transients, local guides, cache guards, or screening an d
reconnaissance units of no more than a squad .
Although the enemy's maneuverability was lessene d
and a number of his large cache sites discovered an d
destroyed, the reconnaissance effort was unable, ac cording to the battalion's intelligence officer, Firs t
Lieutenant Larry L . Eastland, to discern " what their
future plans are, what their future plan for a short period of time is to be ." Near the end of February, th e
enemy struck—first at Fire Support Base Neville an d
then at Russell, north of Vandegrift.
In the early morning hours of the 25th, Fire Sup port Base Neville, located northeast of the Elliott Com bat Base, and defended by two platoons of Compan y
*Then current rules of engagement prohibited U .S . ground forces
from crossing the southern boundary of the DMZ without specifi c
orders from COMUSMACV . Every local commander, however, retained the right and responsibility for the defense of his forces .
(COMUSMACV msg to CGIIIMAF, et al., dtd 20Feb69, MACV HistDocColl, Reel 54)
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H, 2d Battalion, 4th Marines and Battery G, 3d Battalion, 12th Marines, and protected by concertina wire,
tanglefoot, listening posts, mines, and sensors, was assaulted by 200 highly trained and highly motivate d
sappers (raiders) from the 246th NUA Regiment. "The
night of the attack was pretty much of a typical night
at Neville," reported Captain John E . Knight, Jr. ,
Company H's commander, "very foggy ; it looked like
something right out of a horror movie with fog drifting through the trees ; visibility almost nil . . . . Th e
first indication we had that anything was out of th e
ordinary other than just normal movement was whe n
a trip flare went off and evidently they were infiltrating at that point and one of their people had set of f
a trip flare. We H and I'd [harassing and interdictio n
fires] the area with the 60 ' s and approximately a half
an hour after that, at 0030 we were taken under at tack by the sappers . " " After infiltrating the concertina wire barrier on the west side of the perimeter, th e
attacking force systematically crisscrossed that portio n
of the fire base occupied by the 1st platoon and Battery G's number six gun pit, tossing satchel charge s
which forced the defenders into bunkers which th e
enemy then destroyed .
In the glow of flares and burning powder, the Marines rallied and with the assistance of 60mm morta r
fire, drove the attacking force from the hill . " We beat
these sappers, which are supposed to be the wors t
thing the North Vietnamese got," noted Gunnery Sergeant John E . Timmermeyer. " We beat these peopl e
not with air, not with arty, not with any supporting
arms ; we beat them and we beat them bad wit h
weapons we had in our own company . . . . M-16s ,
or M-79s, or 60s, or frags, everything we had in th e
rifle company, this is what we used to beat these people with, we didn' t have to have supporting arms . We
did it without them ." 5 At dawn, Captain Knight ' s
Marines, who lost 11 killed and 29 wounded, foun d
36 enemy dead and wounded, several of whom stil l
had satchel charges and other explosives strapped t o
their backs and quantities of opium in their pockets .
Ten kilometers east, Fire Support Base Russell ,
defended by platoons of Companies E, F, and K, Mortar and H Batteries of the 12th Marines, and a detachment from the 1st Searchlight Battery, came unde r
attack the same evening . A sudden heavy mortar barrage followed by a 200-man sapper attack by troop s
of the 27th NVA Regiment, swiftly breached the base' s
northeast perimeter . "In the first few minutes, th e
81mm mortar section and the company CP, both located on the east and southeast side were decimated"18
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Fire Support Base Russell occupied a mountaintop within range of the Demilitarized Zone ,
and because of its location was often subjected to enemy mortar and ground attacks .
Fighting was hand-to-hand as the Marines, with th e
help of a heavy artillery cordon, coordinated by the
battalion operations officer at Vandegrift Comba t
Base, drove the enemy back through the perimeter .
At daybreak, Marine air came on station, and consolidation began with only two officers and one staff non commissioned officer left out of the origina l
complement . The Marines on Russell suffered 26 kille d
and 77 wounded, while accounting for 25 enem y
troops, most of whom were cut down inside the wire .
Marine patrols pursued the enemy north toward the
DMZ at dawn, and reported finding bloody uniforms
and bandages, as well as several fresh grave sites alon g
trails the enemy used in their escape .
Both fire bases were reinforced the following day,
but continued to report enemy probing activity . Fire
Support Base Neville remained surrounded by enemy units employing mortars from several positions fo r
several days despite heavy air concentrations, artillery

and counter-mortar fires, and extensive patrols, an d
was eventually relieved of pressure by Company G
which moved into the area by forced march ove r
rugged terrain . "
The end of February found the 4th Marines engage d
in base security and reaction force duties, and i n
patrolling the areas immediately around Fire Suppor t
Bases Neville and Russell in an attempt to severel y
punish the 27th and 246th NVA Regiments. On the
28th, Operation Scotland II ended with most regimental units remaining in place throughout the operation al area .
Further east, two brigade-size operations were being conducted in support of the South Vietnames e
Government's resettlement and pacification effort a s
the new year began . Centered in the Cam Lo and Con
Thien areas, and along the Song Cua Viet, Operatio n
Kentucky consisted of one Marine infantry battalion ,
one tank battalion, and elements of the 1st Amphib-
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ian Tractor (Amtrac) Battalion, under the control o f
the 3d Marines' Task Force Bravo. This search, clear,
and cordon operation, begun in November 1967, had
at one time included all three battalions of the 3d Marines and the 1st Brigade, 5th Infantry Divisio n
(Mechanized), following its arrival in northern I Corps
in July 1968 . In December, the 1st Brigade redeploye d
to an area south of the Cua Viet, and the 1st and 3 d
Battalions, 3d Marines moved to southern I Corp s
where they joined elements of the 1st Marine Division in Operation Taylor Common .
The new year found Lieutenant Colonel James J .
McMonagle's 2d Battalion, 3d Marines conductin g
pacification operations in the Mai Loc area south o f
Route 9, securing friendly positions along the Co n
Thien-Cam Lo corridor, and assisting Regional Forces
around Cam Lo . Lieutenant Colonel George E . Hayward's 3d Tank Battalion continued armored combat ,
security patrols, and road sweeps between Quang Tr i
and Dong Ha Combat Bases, and in the vicinity o f
Con Thien, while the 1st Amtrac Battalion, unde r
Lieutenant Colonel Walter W. Damewood, Jr., continued motorized patrols near the Cua Viet, not fa r
from Mai Loc . As the month progressed and the enemy became more furtive, the battalions began a series of short platoon- and company-size reconnaissance in-force operations, designed to expose enemy positions, infiltration routes, and supply caches . Result s
were disappointing; most of the North Vietnames e
and Viet Cong having been driven out by the intens e
artillery and air bombardments .
On occasion these small but frequent operations did
initiate short skirmishes, and these skirmishes, combined with intelligence from captured enemy troops ,
pointed to Leatherneck Square as the only active are a
within the Kentucky area of operations .* As a result ,
on 18 January, the 2d ARVN Regiment, assisted b y
Lieutenant Colonel McMonagle's battalion and Lieu tenant Colonel William A . Donald's 3d Battalion, 4t h
Marines, with tanks attached, began a cordon an d
search operation northeast of Cam Lo, the local district headquarters . The Marines maintained blockin g
positions along the square's northern boundary, whil e
_ the ARVN force swept from Gio Linh to Cam Lo ,
hunting for enemy troops and resettling any displace d
villagers in the Cam Vu Valley . As the cordon dissolved
*Leatherneck Square was a four-by-six-kilometer piece of cleared ,
flat piedmont about three kilometers east of the Vietnamese coast .
Often characterized as a "parking lot" or "golf course," the are a
was bordered by Con Thien and Gio Linh on the north, and by
Dong Ha and Cam Lo on the south .
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on the 26th, the 3d Battalion, 4th Marines, less Company M, rejoined its regiment, and a land-clearin g
operation, utilizing 20 to 30 tractors of the Army' s
59th Engineer Battalion, was begun . The 2d Battalion, 3d Marines, assisted by Company M, 4th Marines ;
1st Brigade, 5th Infantry's Troop A, 4th Squadron ,
12th Cavalry ; and later Troops B and C, 3d Squadron ,
5th Cavalry, provided security for the engineers an d
conducted reinforced company-size search and destroy
operations in the Con Thien, Cam Lo, and Mai Lo c
areas .
Task Force Bravo's control of the aggressive patrol
operations within the Kentucky area continued unti l
18 February, when the remainder of the 3d Marine s
returned from southern I Corps and reassumed control of the task force, which was later deactivated . Following the return of the regiment, the 3d Battalion ,
3d Marines began operations in the Cam Lo and Nh i
Ha areas, replacing two companies of the 2d Battalion, helilifted west into Fire Support Bases Cunningham and Erskine, overlooking the Song Da Krong ,
to support the 9th Marines in Operation Dewe y
Canyon . With the westward shift of elements of th e
2d Battalion and the transfer of control of the 1st Battalion to Task Force Hotel at Vandegrift, the 3d Marines ended Operation Kentucky.
From the Cua Viet, Sout h

South of the Cua Viet, elements of the Army's 1s t
Brigade, 5th Infantry Division (Mechanized) and the
1st ARVN Regiment continued a combined search an d
clear and cordon operation (Marshall Mountain), be gun on 10 December . The area of operation encompassed the political districts of Trieu Phong, Mai Linh ,
and Hai Lang, and Quang Tri City ; and the are a
stretching from the coastal dunes west of Highway 1
to the jungle-canopied eastern portions of enemy Bas e
Area 101 in southwestern Quang Tri Province. Approximately two-thirds of the province's population live d
in the area, and consequently it was a key target fo r
enemy infiltration and harassment efforts .
Friendly forces taking part in Operation Marshal l
Mountain were to interdict enemy movement by employing small-unit (squad and fire team) patrols an d
ambushes, known as "Hunter Killer" teams, and con duct detailed cordon and search operations in conjunction with the 1st ARVN Regiment, Regional an d
Popular Forces, Provincial Reconnaissance units, an d
National Police Field Forces . Capitalizing on the mobility of the 1st Brigade along the coastal plains and
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Men of the 3d Marines on board tanks of the 3d Tank Battalion sweep the Con Thie n
Corridor within the Kentucky Area of Operations, north of Cam Lo District Headquarters .
in the piedmont, ready reaction forces were maintained to close rapidly in the event significant numbers of enemy troops were encountered .*
During the initial stages of the operation, element s
of the 1st Brigade and 1st ARVN Regiment moved int o
the western portion of the area of operations to clea r
out remaining detachments of enemy main force unit s
which had previously withdrawn to the mountainou s
regions of the province . These stay-behind enemy
troops attempted to maintain rice collection points ,
not only posing a threat to the security of villages an d
hamlets throughout the area, but also hampering th e
government ' s pacification efforts . The forces involve d
simultaneously conducted combined search and cordon operations within the three districts, and by the
end of the operation on 28 February, 37 such searche s
and cordons had been carried out . North of the Son g
Cua Viet, the 1st Amtrac Battalion supported th e
brigade with a search and clear operation along th e
beach from Ha Loi to the Demilitarized Zone .
Enemy action was generally defensive, with scattered
attacks by fire and widely dispersed mines and other
surprise firing devices . At the termination of the
*The brigade and its subordinate units were configured into thre e
task forces : the first, infantry with a tank company attached ; th e
second, armor with an infantry company attached ; and the third ,
mechanized infantry with tanks attached .

brigade operation, 568 enemy troops had been killed ,
397 captured, and 307 civil defendants rounded up ,
many of whom were later identified as local infrastructure members . Four hundred ninety-six individual and 41 crew-served weapons were captured ,
along with miscellaneous arms and nearly 80 tons o f
rice .
In northern Thua Thien Province on 31 December ,
Operation Todd Forest began within the 101st Air borne Division' s area of operation . In response to intelligence indicating a significant enemy presence i n
Base Area 101, the 1st Battalion, 501st Infantry and
elements of the 1st ARVN Regiment conducted combat assaults into the Nam Hoa District highlands . Subsequent reconnaissance-in-force operations met ligh t
enemy resistance as NVA and VC troops again chos e
not to expose their forces, and Todd Forest ended within two weeks .
In the central portion of the province, around Hue ,
various elements of the 101st Airborne Division continued to conduct a large-scale division-level operation, initiated 17 May 1968, in support of the South
Vietnamese Government ' s Accelerated Pacificatio n
Campaign . The initial goal of Operation Nevada Eagle had been to clear the provincial lowlands of NVA
units following the Tet Offensive, and then to seve r
the link between NVA regular units and VC local forces
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in the coastal plains . A series of combat operation s
were grouped under Nevada Eagle, all directed at th e
pacification of Thua Thien Province . During the summer of 1968, combat assaults in and around Base Area
114, coupled with rice denial operations, forced th e
803d NVA Regiment to withdraw its main elements
from Thua Thien . A succession of cordon and sweep s
were then carried out within the province to haras s
and destroy local-force VC units and the infrastructure, including highly successful Vinh Loc and Ph u
Vang security operations . This all-out offensive agains t
the VC included night ambushes to intercept ric e
gathering parties, propaganda and proselytizin g
teams, and blocking attempts by the Viet Cong t o
regroup . Phu Vang IV, conducted during Decembe r
and January, was a combined cordon and search of th e
Phu Vang, Huong Thuy, and Phu Thu Districts by th e
1st Battalion, 501st Infantry ; elements of the 54th
ARVN Regiment ; Regional Forces ; and patrol units of
Task Force Clearwater, which thwarted attempts by th e
VC to reenter the coastal area . Seventy-five of the enemy were killed and 35 infrastructure members wer e
captured . Ambush operations in Phu Loc District, particularly in the vicinity of the Song Truoi, during Janu ary, severely restricted attempts by the 4th and 5th
NVA Regiments and VC local forces to gain provisions,
and to propagandize the area .
Just north of the Hai Van Pass, which separate d
northern and southern I Corps, elements of the 2 d
Battalion, 502d Infantry, and the 1st and 2d Battalions, 327th Infantry, initiated Platte Canyon on 6
January, a reconnaissance-in-force operation in the vicinity of the Ruong Ruong Valley. This portion of
southern Thua Thien had long been considered th e
traditional location of the 4th NVA Regiment. Rai n
and low-hanging clouds, typical of the northeas t
winter monsoon season, hampered initial operations ,
but the three battalions pushed on against moderat e
resistance as here too the enemy elected to disengage
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and avoid decisive combat . One large staging area was
located and destroyed by reconnaissance elements ,
along with miscellaneous enemy equipment and am munition .
Certain signs pointed to the likelihood that a n
offensive effort was brewing north of the Hai Van Pas s
as the Vietnamese Lunar New Year season approached .
The evidence was strong that major elements of th e
6th and 9th NVA Regiments were attempting to work
their way eastward through the A Shau Valley. Enemy activity in Base Area 611, straddling the border be tween Laos and South Vietnam, had graduall y
increased through the end of 1968, and continued t o
provide evidence that the North Vietnamese wer e
moving personnel and supplies toward the Vietnames e
border in large numbers . Then, too, the NVA were
active along the DMZ, although losing materiel nearl y
as fast as it could be positioned forward . Also, many
of the supply and ammunition caches uncovered wer e
arranged in temporary or makeshift facilities, whic h
suggested ready accessibility for further transport in
support of offensive operations . Finally, several cache s
were discovered in areas recently checked and foun d
"clean," pointing to an intensification of efforts to push
ammunition and supplies forward .
Even though the enemy's forward supply areas ha d
been disrupted, the 4th and 5th NVA Regiments
forced out of their traditional forward operating areas ,
and the VC local force and infrastructure restricte d
along the coastal lowlands, it seemed apparent tha t
the NVA intended an offensive of some kind in th e
near future . A victory, even against one or more limited objectives of minor or temporary tactical value ,
could have significant impact upon the civilian population, and a more far-reaching effect upon bargaining positions at the ongoing Paris Peace Talks . The
enemy's jungle logistics system therefore would have
to be destroyed before it could be used .18

CHAPTER 3

The Spring Offensive Preempted
Strike into the Da Krong —A Phased Operation —Phase I —Backyard Cleanu p

Strike into the Da Krong
With the beginning of the new year, Vietnames e
border areas again became the focal point of allie d
concern about enemy activity in northern I Corps .
From various intelligence sources it was learned tha t
North Vietnamese Army engineer units, inactive fo r
several months, had reopened a number of major in filtration routes, among them Route 922 whic h
parallels the Laotian border and then enters Vietna m
south of the Song Da Krong Valley, becoming Rout e
548 . Reports also indicated a dramatic surge in vehicular traffic ; the enemy again was attempting to stic k
his logistics nose into South Vietnam . The numbe r
of trucks traveling south along 922 and then east o n
548 doubled in early January—Marine and Air Forc e
reconnaissance and attack aircraft at times sighte d
more than 1,000 trucks a day . Allied air interdiction
efforts successfully closed a number of choke point s
on both roads, but only for short periods as enemy
engineers quickly repaired the damage .
North Vietnamese determination to maintain an d
defend Routes 922 and 548 also was evident as th e
volume of antiaircraft fire increased during the sam e
period . Friendly aircraft on armed reconnaissance, interdiction, and d irect support missions reported heavy
12 .7mm, 25mm, and 37mm fire with airbursts as hig h
as 16,000 feet' The only reported loss was an A-6 "Intruder" from Marine All Weather Attack Squadron
(VMA[AW]) 242, which was shot down by 37mm antiaircraft over the northern A Shau Valley on the nigh t
of 17 January. The squadron conducted both visua l
and electronic searches, but the plane and its pilot an d
navigator were not found .2
Main enemy forces in the area were tentatively iden tified as elements of the 6th NVA Regiment, 9th NVA
Regiment, 65th Artillery Regiment, and the 83d Engineer Regiment—largely support and replacement
troops . Intelligence reports also noted that these units ,
which recently had crossed over from Base Area 61 1
in Laos, were stockpiling materiel, and then attempting to work their way eastward through the Da Kron g
and A Shau Valleys to Base Area 101 southwest of
Quang Tri and Base Area 114, west of Hue?

These recent developments in enemy activity di d
not go unnoticed at Dong Ha where Major Genera l
Raymond G . Davis and his staff at Headquarters, 3 d
Marine Division, closely monitored all pertinent intelligence information as it became available . When
it looked as if the potential enemy threat might be come an eventuality, General Davis requested authority from XXIV Corps to conduct an operation in th e
upper Song Da Krong Valley to block the threat . O n
14 January, General Davis ordered Brigadier Genera l
Frank E. Garretson, Commanding General, Task Force
Hotel, to prepare plans for a regimental-size searc h
and clear operation in the Da Krong, scheduled t o
take place " as soon as practicable after 22 January, o n
order"4 The following day, the 9th and its supporting 2d Battalion, 12th Marines, then conducting a
similar operation (Dawson River West) near the Laotian border west of Khe Sanh and north of Lang Vei ,
were put on alert by General Garretson, who requeste d
that the regiment submit a detailed plan of operation for approval prior to D-Day.5
At this time, Colonel Barrow's 9th Marines was th e
division's "swing" regiment ; it could be used at any
time or place as the situation dictated . As such, it operated under the direct orders of General Davis eve n
though the regiment was under the control of Tas k
Force Hotel . "It was a strange sort of a relationship,"
Barrow remembered, "I was under his [Garretson's ]
OpCon [operational control], but most of what th e
relationship was, . . . was to support me with whatever
Task Force Hotel and Vandegrift Combat Base could
provide" in terms of supplies . "I got most of my orders, if you will, directly from General Davis ."
Except for information gleaned from agent report s
and aerial reconnaissance photographs, little wa s
known about the upper Song Da Krong Valley. Sur rounded by high mountains broken by a number o f
sharp protruding ridgelines and bisected by the meandering Da Krong, the valley was located in the remot e
southwest corner of Quang Tri Province, 62 kilometers west of Hue and 48 kilometers southwest of Quan g
Tri . Several kilometers further south lay the A Sha u
Valley. Between the two, and dominating both, were
two large hill masses : Tam Boi (Hill 1224) and Co A
27
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Aerial photograph of the Da Krong Valley with the Song Da Krong in the foregroun d
paralleling Route 922, one of the enemy's major supply routes from Laos into Vietnam .
Nong (Hill 1228), commonly known as Tiger Mountain. Co Ka Leuye, a razorback ridge 1,500 meters hig h
and 3,500 meters long, sitting astride the Laotia n
border, formed the valley's western boundary . Vegetation in the area varied, consisting of head-hig h
elephant grass mixed with brushwood west of the river ,
and rugged triple-canopied jungle in the eastern hal f
of the valley. South of the river, which ran east to west
and then abruptly turned north, the area was strippe d
of much of its natural ground cover by frequent al lied air and artillery bombardment.
During the final months of the northwest winte r
monsoon, January to March, temperatures in the valley were generally chilly compared to the 100-degree
temperatures of the lowlands, rarely rising above 7 1
degrees or falling below 51 degrees . Skies were over cast with light drizzle or occasional thunderstorms, but
no significant rainfall was recorded . As a result, th e
mountains were continually shrouded in clouds whil e
the valleys and numerous ravines were blanketed wit h
heavy fog .
A Phased Operatio n
Planning for the Da Krong operation, codename d
Dawson River South, began in earnest even before th e
9th Marines returned to Vandegrift Combat Base fro m
Dawson River West . Colonel Barrow made several

visual reconnaissance flights over the objective are a
with his battalion commanders, staff, and the direc t
support artillery battalion commander, Lieutenan t
Colonel Joseph Scoppa, in order to select appropriat e
sites for fire support bases? In extensive discussion s
which followed there emerged a number of factor s
which would bear heavily upon the operation's concept, execution, and eventual success . Of primary importance was intelligence . The 3d Marine Divisio n
warning order stated simply : "Intelligence agencies indicate considerable enemy activity in the subject area"
No concrete information was provided as to exact ene my strength, location, or composition, other than th e
existence of antiaircraft artillery, which Barrow noted ,
"was a tip-off that they were protecting something ." 8
The effect was to urge prudence . Instead of simultaneous heliborne assaults over a wide area, a phased oper ation requiring strong fire support base defense ,
extensive infantry patrols, and a reliable intelligenc e
system designed to locate enemy antiaircraft and artillery positions was decided upon .
A second factor was time . General Davis had ex pressed a desire to have maximum forces available i n
critical areas of Quang Tri Province during Tet, which
was to begin 17 February. Since the operation, there fore, was limited to approximately 24 days, a mini-
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ed by overlapping artillery fans, all requiring a mini mum of helicopter support . The first phase was to
consist of getting the regiment and its direct support
artillery battalion into the area of operations and establishing fire bases within eight kilometers of eac h
other to support the scheme of maneuver. The second
phase was to include extensive patrolling around th e
fire support bases and the alignment of forces prio r
to launching into the target area . The final phase was
visualized as a conventional three-battalion attack int o
the objective area . During this critical phase the regiment would depart from the highly mobile concep t
of operations, so successful in the past, and make th e
final move overland, securing ground and permittin g
helicopter resupply and support over an area alread y
cleared of enemy forces, calming fears voiced by
representatives of the 1st Wing . Aircraft and troo p
losses due to expected heavy antiaircraft defenses i n
the target area therefore would be reduced .' The 2 d
ARVN Regiment and the 101st Airborne Division (Air mobile) were to conduct supporting operations east
and southeast of the Dawson River South area of operations . As in the past, a high degree of flexibility wa s
built into the plan of operations so as to permit a
refocusing of effort should either allied or enemy situations change ."

Marine Corps Historical Collectio n

Col Robert H. Barrow, Commanding Officer, 9th Marines, led the regiment in the assault into the Da
Krong Valley and enemy Base Area 611 beyon d
mum force of three infantry battalions and thre e
105mm howitzer batteries with 155mm support woul d
be necessary ; anything less would severely restrict th e
regiment's ability to conduct the operation and mee t
Davis' Tet deadline . Distance and weather were like wise viewed as limiting factors. Operating 50 kilometers from the nearest Marine combat base and logistica l
supply point, requests for resupply, reinforcements ,
medical evacuations, and air support would b e
delayed, 45 to 60 minutes for helicopters and 30 t o
45 minutes for fixed-wing aircraft . Air operations
would be hindered further by weather, at best unpredictable during the final months of the northwest
monsoon .9
What emerged after five days of discussions, briefings, and frequent liaison with all participating or sup porting echelons, including Headquarters, XXI V
Corps, was a phased operation involving the step-by step deployment of three infantry battalions protect -

The entire concept of operations required the clos e
coordination of Marine supporting arms . Fixed-win g
aircraft based at Da Nang and Chu Lai were to pro vide landing zone preparations and close air support .
Colonel Walter Sienko's Provisional Marine Aircraf t
Group 39 at Quang Tri, augmented by Marine Air craft Group 36 at Phu Bai under Colonel Bruce J .
Matheson, was to furnish helicopter support . Th e
direct air support center (DASC), collocated with th e
9th Marines' fire support coordination center (FSCC )
at Vandegrift, was to control all aircraft . As the operation progressed, the FSCC and a DASC subunit wer e
to move with the regiment into the operational area .
The six firing batteries (three 105mm, two provisional 155mm, and one 4 .2-inch mortar) of the 2d Battalion, 12th Marines (Reinforced), were to be deployed
at eight kilometer intervals throughout the area o f
operations . A battery of Army 175mm guns from th e
1st Battalion, 83d Artillery at Fire Support Base Jack ,
west of Hue, was to provide long-range support.1 2
The operational plan further provided that the
logistic support area (LSA) at Vandegrift be designate d
the primary resupply point for all classes of equipment . Quang Tri Combat Base and the 3d Brigade,
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101st Airborne's Camp Evans, north of Hue, were to
be used as alternate or emergency resupply points i n
case of bad weather, and would be stocked with an additional 6,200 rounds of 105mm, 155mm, and 4 .2 inch mortar shells .13 Marines themselves were to carr y
an extra day 's long-range patrol ration, plus twice th e
standard load of dry cell batteries and ammunition."
Phase I
The first stage of the movement into the area of
operations was to open three previously establishe d
fire support bases which stretched southward fro m
Vandegrift . On 18 January units of Lieutenant Colonel
Elliott R . Laine, Jr.'s 3d Battalion, 9th Marines resecured FSB Henderson, eight kilometers southwest o f
Ca Lu, in conjunction with a brief operation in th e
Ba Long Valley. This operation was a natural corollary
to the base security mission picked up by the 9th Marines as it returned to Vandegrift from Dawson River
West . On the 20th, Company L, 3d Battalion, 9th Marines reopened FSB Tun Tavern, unoccupied since earl y
December 1968, after a team from the 3d Reconnaissance Battalion checked for mines and boobytraps .

Battery D, 2d Battalion, 12th Marines occupied reconstructed artillery positions later the same day, and began shelling FSB Shiloh, another eight kilometer s
south .
Shortly after Marine air prepped Shiloh on the 21st ,
Company A, 1st Battalion, 9th Marines occupied the
fire base . Insertion of the artillery was delayed due t o
a fuze malfunction on one 750-pound bomb ; th e
bomb detonated on impact instead of above ground ,
wiping out two previously constructed 105mm howitzer parapets, half of a third, and two ammunitio n
berms . To repair the damage required seven hours o f
bulldozer work . With the reoccupation of Shiloh b y
two batteries of the 12th Marines, a forward LSA wa s
established on the site and stocked with 5,000 round s
of artillery ammunition, and a 10-day supply of rations and batteries for an infantry battalion .
Shiloh turned out to be a "vacation land" for th e
Marines of Company A who were assigned the mission of providing security for the two artillery batteries . In addition to the normal patrols, as Lieutenan t
Colonel Wesley L . Fox, then a first lieutenant and corn -

Infantrymen of the 2d Battalion, 9th Marines relax while waiting for helicopter transpor t
at Vandegrift Combat Base prior to jumping off on operations in the Da Krong.
Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A192763-B
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pally commander, later remembered, "a platoon a da y
went off of the hill to the small river at the foo t
. . . for swimming and fishing . Swimming and lyin g
in the sun on the nice sand bar were great, but th e
real treat was the fish provided by the fishing expedition . The platoons would wind up their day at th e
river by throwing grenades in the deep holes and simply wading out and picking up the fish that floate d
to the top" Throughout the remaining days of th e
operation, during which the company would experience a number of heavy firefights, shortages o f
both water and rations, and exhaustive patrols, Fo x
continued, "Marines were heard to talk about the goo d
old days back on Shiloh' "
With Henderson, Tun Tavern, and Shiloh reoccupied, the 9th Marines was now poised to launch at tacks into the new area of operations . On the morning
of 22 January, four companies of Lieutenant Colone l
George C. Fox's 2d Battalion lifted off from Vandegrif t
with a two-fold mission : Companies E and H were t o
assault a 600-meter hilltop about eight kilometers
south-southeast of Shiloh, while Companies F and G
would secure a landing zone, Dallas, five kilometers
beyond to the southwest . Except for scattered smal l
arms fire the landings of Companies E and H wen t
unopposed, and work on the fire support base, name d
Razor, began immediately.*
Razor was similar to other bases constructed by th e
9th Marines' infantry, artillery, and engineer team during the previous eight months of mountain warfare ,
but technically more difficult . Trees measuring thre e
to four feet in diameter—the largest encountered —
had to be cleared, a job which posed major problem s
for the inexperienced Marines of Company H . Accord ing to Captain David F. Winecoff, commanding office r
of the company :
We went in with . . . enough power saws and axes to d o
the job if we had the experienced people to work thes e
things . But, I found out that there are very few people i n
Hotel Company, and we were the ax swingers, that kne w
how to swing an ax properly, and we immediately proceeded to bust about 50 to 60 percent of our axes . . . . It wa s
only through the cooperation of the engineers and all hand s
concerned in Hotel Company [that] with the power saws an d
*The first fire support base established in the area of operation s
was named by Colonel Barrow in honor of General Davis . "Razor"
was the nickname given Davis by Major General James M . Master ,
Sr., when both served on Okinawa in the early 60s : "the razor cuts
to the root of problems ." (Gen Raymond G . Davis, Comments on
draft ms, Aug86 [Vietnam 69 Comment File, MCHC, Washing ton, D .C .])

the limited amount of axes that we got . . . Fire Support
Base Razor opened up in time . . . . It was quite a feat 1 e

Winecoffs Marines cleared the trees, but the gentl e
slope on one side coupled with two hummocks on th e
flanks proved troublesome, and light bulldozers wer e
brought in by helicopter to widen the landing zon e
and build gun pits and ammunition berms .
In the rapid buildup which followed, CH-46 " Se a
Knight" helicopters, under the control of the wing
DASC and the protective umbrella of gunships an d
observation aircraft, brought 1,544 Marines and 4 6
tons of cargo into the landing zone . By the evenin g
of 23 January, a battery of 105mm howitzers was in
place . The following day, the regimental comman d
group displaced to Razor and occupied the gently slop ing finger on the fire base 's northwestern edge . The
2d Battalion, 12th Marines' command and fire contro l
groups followed a short time later . Direction of th e
FDC and FSCC was then passed from Vandegrift t o
Razor without loss of continuity or centralized fire con trol . Six days after the introduction of Larne's 3d Battalion, the regiment was well into the zone of action .
On the morning of the 25th, after heavy air strikes ,
Larne's battalion assaulted three landing zones atop
Ca Ka Va, a 1,100-meter-long razorback ridgeline ,
6,000 meters south-southwest of FSB Razor . A short
time later an artillery advance party and a team of engineers helilifted into the landing zones and began
construction of what was to become FSB Cunningham ,
named for the first Marine aviator, Lieutenant Alfre d
A . Cunningham . From an artillery standpoint, Cunningham was ideal . Being at the center of the planne d
operational area and large enough to accommodat e
an integrated battalion position, it represented a simple solution to fire support requirements and coordination . As for the 9th Marines, its 11-kilometer artiller y
fan extended south and southwest almost to the limi t
of the area of operations .
Within the next four days the regimental comman d
group and five artillery batteries moved into positio n
on Cunningham . Mortar and D Batteries, the former
from Vandegrift and the latter from Tun Tavern, displaced by sunset on the 25th . The 1st and 3d Provisional 155mm Howitzer Batteries helilifted in on 2 8
January from Ca Lu and Shiloh, respectively . Whe n
Battery E displaced from Shiloh to Cunningham th e
following day, the artillery movement into the D a
Krong Valley was complete .
Soon after Cunningham opened, a small regimental forward logistical support area, capable of resupplying eight rifle companies with rations, water,
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A CH-53 Sea Stallion lands supplies and ammunition at Fire Support Base Razor shortl y
after the mountaintop was secured by members of the 2d Battalion, 9th Marines .
batteries, and small arms ammunition on a daily baBattalions moved out from Razor and Cunningham
sis, was established. A tactical logistical group (Tac
on the 24th and 25th, initiating Phase II . Their misLog), used primarily in amphibious operations, als o
sion was to clear the area around the two fire support
was established, enabling the supply officer to wor k
bases, secure the flanks, and then gradually move int o
closely with the regimental commander, the operaposition along the Da Krong's east-west axis, desigtions officer, and the air liaison officer. As Major
nated Phase Line Red, for Phase III . This placed the
.
Bryan,
the
regimental
S-4,
noted
:
"The
3d Battalion on the eastern flank and the 2d BattalCharles G
procedure permitted the establishment of realistic priion on the western flank near the Laotian border . The
orities to minimize interference with tactical opera1st Battalion, 9th Marines, under Lieutenant Colone l
tions and also to ensure maximum utilization of
George W. Smith, would be introduced into the midavailable helicopter assets . And it further provided for
dle once the two battalions were in place . Among th e
a more effective control and coordination of resupply
critical second phase objectives were : the seizure of the
Co Ka Leuye ridgeline, assigned to Company G ; the
operations ." The tactical logistical group was set u p
"with an administrative Tac Log net from each battalconstruction of FSB Erskine, four kilometers southwes t
ion with the logistics requirements being passed
of Cunningham, by Company F; and the occupation
of Landing Zones Lightning and Tornado, located fou r
through the regiment ; the regiment would then pass
these logistic requirements to the personnel in the tea r
kilometers northeast of Cunningham, by Company K .
at Vandegrift who would ensure that these supplie s
Patrolling 2,000 to 3,000 meters apart, the two batwere promptly staged on the LSA and lifted to the
talions encountered screening forces of major enem y
field ." 17 This technique would prove invaluable as the
units thought to be operating further south . Engageregiment moved into the second phase of the operaments with single NVA soldiers or small bands of sup tion, now called Dewey Canyon .*
port troops were commonplace, and the ensuing
Backyard Cleanup
firefights short . On 25 January, one such contact le d
to the discovery of ,a sophisticated four-strand comFollowing the rapid movement of the regiment int o
munications wire by Company M . Running from Laos
the area of operations, companies of the 2d and 3 d
into Base Area 101 to the east, the line was strung be*After a majority of the regiment was deployed, and the area of
tween tree-mounted porcelain insulators and well conoperations expanded, the operational codename was changed from
cealed by overhead cover . A five-man special Marin e
Dawson River South to Dewey Canyon . However, Dawson Rive r
and Army intelligence team, which had accompanie d
South remained in effect for those elements of the 9th Marines still
the Marines, tapped the wire and eventually broke the
at Fire Support Bases Tun Tavern and Henderson.
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NVA code, but no information was provided the 3 d
Battalion as it was "presumed to be of strategic rathe r
than tactical value," noted Lieutenant Colonel Laine .1 8
Another significant find during the first stage o f
Phase II was the 88th NVA Field Hospital. Discovered
by Company F, 2d Battalion, near the Song Da Krong ,
the complex consisted of eight large permanent buildings capable of accommodating 150 to 160 patients .
A detailed search revealed large quantities of Russian made stainless steel surgical instruments, antibiotics ,
foodstuffs, and evidence that the area had been evacuated the previous day.' '
Company G, under Captain Daniel A . Hitzelberger ,
launched its attack on Co Ka Leuye (Hill 1175) th e
afternoon of 31 January from LZ Dallas . After a short
skirmish with a small group of NVA soldiers wh o
sought to draw it into an ambush at sunset, the company crossed a tributary of the Da Krong and advance d
500 meters up the mountain before settling in for th e
night . The following morning the Marines continue d
their climb, roping up sheer rock cliffs and traversin g
slopes with grades averaging 65 to 75 degrees . As th e
day progressed, the weather began to deteriorate, ad ding yet another obstacle . Heavy rains alternated with
drizzle and dense fog, reducing the hard, red Viet -

namese soil to mud, visibility to 25 meters, and th e
ceiling to zero . Despite weather and terrain problems ,
Company G continued the climb toward the objective .
As Hitzelberge r' s company moved up Co Ka Leuye ,
the two other regimental objectives were taken . Company F secured the ground for Erskine on 1 February ,
but was prevented from developing the fire suppor t
base by the same bad weather hampering Company
G's movement . Four kilometers east of Cunningham ,
Company K secured a landing zone and began construction of FSB Lightning . Within hours of completion, the 1st and 2d Battalions, 2d ARVN Regiment ,
plus the 1st Battalion, 62d Artillery Regiment (ARVN )
lifted into the fire support base just before inclemen t
weather halted all helicopter operations .
Predictably, enemy-initiated attacks increased during this period of bad weather. On 2 February, FS B
Cunningham received approximately 30 to 40 round s
from one or more enemy 122mm field guns locate d
on or near the border . Although one of the 1st Provisional Battery's 155mm howitzers was temporarily dis abled by a near hit, and the 3d Provisional Battery 's
fire direction center was put out of action by a direc t
hit, the batteries maintained uninterrupted counter battery fire . The 2d Battalion, 12th Marines sustaine d

Two Marine UH-1E (Huey) helicopters touch down at the operation's main fire suppor t
and logistic base, Cunningham, bringing in additional supplies and personnel in sup port of the 9th Marines and artillery batteries of the 2d Battalion, 12th Marines .
Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A192655
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tions be held? Had the regiment overextended itsel f
by placing Company G on Co Ka Leuye? With n o
relief in sight and helicopter resupply and medical
evacuations halted throughout the area, Barrow instructed the 2d and 3d Battalions to pull in their companies and hold them close to areas from which they
could be easily supported . The decision proved to be
a wise one, since Razor and Cunningham were well stocked with rations and small arms ammunition . Artillery ammunition, however, was in short supply . The
2d Battalion, 12th Marines had attempted to stock extra shells, but the scarcity of heavy lift helicopters (Ma rine CH-53s and Army CH-47s), and the weather
made it impossible to achieve the initial stockage objectives. Without the reserve, artillery missions had to
be reduced . For the first 10 days of February, the battalion fired 6,078 rounds, assisting only engaged units .
Except for Company G, 2d Battalion, all rifle companies assumed a modified defensive position or wer e
quickly moving into one by 4 February: Company L
was on Cunningham, while I, K, and M were clos e
by ; Company H was on Razor ; Company F was on Erskine ; and Company E was at LZ Dallas . On the morn ing of the 5th, Hitzelberger's company began retracin g
its steps :

Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A192844

Despite rugged terrain and heavy jungle growth, infantrymen of the 2d Battalion, 9th Marines struggle u p
one of the many ridges in the area of operations.
a total of five killed and an equal number of wound ed . Subsequent crater analysis and aerial sightings indicated that the enemy guns were in Laos just beyon d
the maximum range of the battalion's 155mm howitzers . The Army's 175 guns, located along the coast ,
proved inaccurate but were used to harass . Therefore
the only means of delivering effective counterbatter y
was by air. If the guns could be visually located, the y
could be destroyed . However, it soon became apparent that if an aerial observer (AO) remained on station for any length of time, all enemy fire would cease .
Therefore, as Barrow later noted, " counterbattery wa s
a simple thing of always having an AO up"29 The fire
support base continued to receive enemy incomin g
throughout the operation at sporadic but frequent intervals, notably when the observers left the area, eve n
for short periods .
By the 3d, after four days of bad weather, Colone l
Barrow had to make a decision . Should present posi -

As we came down off of 1175 my point element, whic h
was from the 3d Platoon, observed three NVA off to the right;
however, because of the contacts we had the previous da y
we decided to check out the area a little bit further. So I
held the column in place and allowed the point fire tea m
to go out to see if there was any more forces there or tak e
the three NVA if they could. Our point then came unde r
fire? '

From what Captain Hitzelberger was able to piec e
together, the company had been drawn into a classical U- or V-shaped enemy ambush .
The point fire team soon found itself pinned dow n
in the midst of approximately 30 NVA troops scattere d
in low-lying bunkers and well-camouflaged among
rocks and trees . Silhouetted against the sky if it at tempted to withdraw, the team waited until the res t
of the 3d Platoon was brought up . The 2d Platoo n
was then moved to the left, and as it started to sweep
through the enemy position, came under a hail of automatic weapons and rocket propelled grenade (RPG )
fire . With the 2d and 3d Platoons stopped, Hitzelberger decided to commit the 1st by swinging it further to the left and through a small ravine, flankin g
the enemy. By this maneuver, the 3d Platoon was abl e
to break through and force the NVA to withdraw. The
company then pushed through the ambush site to a
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communications line where it consolidated its position . A cursory check of the immediate area reveale d
two enemy bodies and several blood trails . Five Marines were killed and 18 wounded . Among those wh o
gave their lives during the battle was fire team leade r
Lance Corporal Thomas P. Noonan, Jr ., of Brooklyn ,
New York, who was posthumously awarded the Me dal of Honor for his daring rescue of a seriously wounded fellow Marine.
With 30 minutes to reorganize for fear of a secon d
attack, there was only time enough to destroy excess
equipment and rig stretchers . At 1730, after putting
out a strong rear guard and plotting artillery concentrations along the proposed route, the company move d
down the ridge . The pace was slow and rest breaks fre quent, as half the company was either assisting th e
walking wounded or carrying stretchers . At 0200 th e
following morning, Hitzelberger decided to stop an d
settle in for the night even though the company wa s
split because of a treacherous slope .
Early the next day, the company consolidated an d
began its trek toward a predetermined rendezvous wit h
a relief platoon from Company E . The terrain, as before, proved to be an obstacle. "At this time the stretch er cases were moving up and down slopes in excess o f
70 degrees," reported Captain Hitzelberger, " we ha d
to use six, eight and, at times, ten men to carry a
stretcher and it would take us over 30 minutes to move
one stretcher case over one bad area" 22 At 1400, th e
company paused and then began what was to be th e
most difficult part of its descent . During the nex t
several hours, Marines roped the stretchers and wound ed down the face of a rocky cliff without incident . A t
the bottom the company linked up with the relief platoon which had brought out medical supplies and th e
first rations the Marines had had in three days . For
the next 36 hours, the company wound its way dow n
Hill 1175 toward the river . Once on the Da Krong ,
Marine aircrews made a heroic effort to extract th e
most seriously wounded . In dense fog, two medica l
evacuation helicopters from HMM-161 flew south u p
the Da Krong, using the river as their guide. Withou t
Huey gunships for cover, and after having been fire d
on from the high ground during their approach, th e
two CH-46 helicopters landed, picked up the casual ties, and returned to Vandegrift .
On the 8th, Company G returned to LZ Dallas . Th e
ordeal, as Lieutenant Colonel George C . Fox later noted, "was a tremendous performance in leadership an d
fire discipline . . . . I went out and talked to those
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Capt Daniel A . Hitzelberger, right, and GySgt Charle s
A . Baker led the Marines of Company G off Co Ka
Leuye ridgeline during an extended period of bad
weather and heavy fighting when it was impossible
to reinforce and resupply the company by helicopter.
young Marines as they came in ; every last one of them .
They were smiling and laughing . Their clothes were
torn, and in some cases completely off of them, bu t
they were ready for a fight ."23
The two ARVN battalions on FSB Lightning experienced a somewhat similar problem . As the weathe r
closed in on 1 February the battalions' direct suppor t
artillery battery and remaining supplies were in th e
process of being inserted . By the time all helicopte r
operations halted, only one of the six 105mm howitzers and 400 rounds of ammunition had been delivered . The battalions themselves carried only the basi c
allowance supplied to each infantryman . With conventional resupply out of the question, it was decided to attempt a helicopter-parachute drop by directin g
two CH-46s from HMM-161 over the target with th e
assistance of the Vandegrift air support radar team
(ASRT).* Both drops landed within 100 meters of th e
ARVN position, even though the team's radar equipment was operating beyond its normal range .
From 5 to 8 February, Marine fixed-wing KC-130 s
made additional ASRT-controlled drops adjacent t o
Marine positions. Although the " Hercules" could dro p
greater quantities of supplies, the drops proved to b e
less accurate, and the percentage of loads recovere d
fell from 80 to 66 . These initial experiences led to a
*The ASRT employed a radar-course-directing central compute r
which consisted of a precision radar and associated computer equipment designed to accurately position aircraft without visual reference to the earth's surface .
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Using a winch and cable, aircrewmen from Marine
Medium Helicopter Squadron 242 hoist a wounded
Marine through jungle canopy into a hovering CH-46 .
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refinement of the Vandegrift facilities and the installation of a second ASRT team at Cunningham on 2 6
February.24 Working together, they provided extended radar coverage, increasing the accuracy of subsequent resupply drops and the regiment' s
counterbattery capability during periods of darkness
and inclement weather .
Another innovation that paid high dividends concerned the handling of casualties in the field whe n
poor weather conditions precluded helicopter medical evacuations . In November 1968, the regimental an d
three battalion surgeons had developed and fabricated a helicopter-transportable aid station, capable o f
providing maximum lifesaving care as field condition s
would allow . One such aid station accompanied th e
9th Marines to Cunningham and was placed into ful l
operation soon after the fire support base opened .
During the first week of February, when the weathe r
would not permit helicopter evacuation of casualties ,
the Cunningham station proved invaluable in th e
number of lives saved .
Nine days of bad weather cost the regiment it s
momentum . They also permitted the enemy, who b y
this time had determined the purpose and strengt h
of the Marine attack, to prepare and fortify hi s
defenses . By 10 February, the weather cleared sufficiently for helicopters to move elements of the 1st Bat talion from Vandegrift and Shiloh to FSB Erskine, an d
Battery F from Razor to Erskine . With all battalion s
in place, the stage was now set for the southward driv e
across the Da Krong .

CHAPTER 4

The Raid into Lao s
Across the Da Krong — The NVA Retaliates—Ambush Along 922—Heavy Fightin g
Back Into Laos—Persistent Problems—Phased Retraction—Laos : Repercussions

Across the Da Krong
The 3d Battalion, 9th Marines crossed the Song D a
Krong early on the morning of 11 February, initiatin g
Phase III of Operation Dewey Canyon . The 1st an d
2d Battalions followed the next day . According to th e
concept of operations, each battalion was given a zon e
of action approximately five kilometers wide, and an
objective about eight kilometers south southwest of
the point of departure . To the east, the 3d Battalion
was to attack along ridgelines 2,000 meters apart, wit h
one company securing Hill 1228 (Tiger Mountain) ,
and two companies taking Hill 1224 (Tam Boi) . Th e
1st Battalion was to advance over two parallel ridgelines further west, converging on a single objective astride the Laotian border . On the regiment's wester n
flank, the 2d Battalion was to attack through a broa d
valley with secondary assaults on the ridges to the east .
The battalion's final objective also lay on the Sout h
Vietnamese-Laotian border.
Tactically, Colonel Barrow divided each battalion :
two companies attacking along parallel ridgelines wit h
two companies in trace . The lead company was to at tack and if heavily engaged, the company in trace, o r
its platoons, was to act as the maneuver element, assisting the attacking company and securing a landing
zone for resupply and medical evacuation, if necessary. When the situation permitted, the company i n
trace would assume the lead and the company in th e
attack would fall back . The scheme of movement, ac cording to Barrow, "was masterfully done" "Battalion
commanders went right along with [their troops], n o
jeeps obviously, or any of that nonsense . " 1
As each battalion moved across Phase Line Red, i t
made strong contact . Three companies of Lieutenant
Colonel George W. Smith's 1st Battalion immediately encountered a sizeable enemy force which had apparently been positioned to mount a ground attac k
against FSB Erskine . Assisted by well-aimed fire of fiv e
artillery batteries, the Marines forced the enemy t o
withdraw, leaving behind 25 killed in addition t o
numerous weapons, packs, and explosives . Meanwhile,
further east, Company M threw back a mortar supported ground attack by an estimated NVA pia 38

toon, killing 18 while losing two Marines . After fighting a day-long series of minor skirmishes on the 13th ,
Company C collided with a mortar- and machine gun reinforced enemy platoon, deployed on a hilltop i n
a line defense . The ensuing Marine assault forced th e
enemy from the hill, killing 12 NVA . That night, the
Marines employed mortars and artillery to break a n
enemy effort to retake the hill, claiming an addition al 12 NVA during the battle . Company C losses for
the day were two killed and 21 wounded .
The opposition the Marines found themselves u p
against was determined and formidable . Enemy forces,
unlike those encountered during Phase II, were well disciplined and remained in their bunkers or fighting holes until overrun or destroyed . At night they
would probe or attack Marine company positions using squads or platoons . Snipers frequently were tie d
in trees, and would fire at close range or wait unti l
Marines were directly beneath and drop grenades .
These suicide techniques seemed to be designed fo r
only one purpose : to prevent or delay the Marines' advance on Route 922, and the important supply are a
and artillery positions which encircled it .
The enemy's tough resistance achieved little success .
Employing a heavy volume of accurate artillery fire an d
air strikes, the three battalions advanced steadily
southward . Attesting to the performance of Marin e
firepower, two 122mm field guns were destroyed o n
15 February—one by air, the other by artillery . Marine scout-sniper teams also contributed to the success of the attack by shooting their NVA counterpart s
out of trees on several occasions .
Sharp clashes across the entire front marked the action on 16 and 17 February. On the left flank, Company K, 3d Battalion, moving toward an intermediate
objective, was attacked from the front and rear by a n
unknown number of North Vietnamese troops . Using all available supporting arms to silence enemy mor tar and rocket propelled grenade fire, the compan y
killed 17 and seized a number of weapons in takin g
the position, while sustaining few casualties . On th e
17th, while advancing along the right flank, Company G, 2d Battalion exchanged small arms and support ing fire with an enemy company in a daylong runnin g
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Riflemen of the 2d Battalion, 9th Marines cross the shallow Song Da Krong below FS B
Cunningham, beginning the long-waited-for penetration of enemy Base Area 611 .
battle . Thirty-nine NVA lost their lives, while the Marines counted five killed and 12 wounded .
The NVA Retaliates
In observance of Tet, the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong unilaterally declared a weeklong truce . The al lied countrywide 24-hour truce went into effect at 180 0
on 16 February. But as Major Joseph B . Knotts, th e
regimental operations officer, commented : "out o n
Dewey Canyon you wouldn't know there was any ."2 At
0345 the following morning, an enemy sapper platoo n
supported by a reinforced company launched an at tack on FSB Cunningham . Dressed in shorts, skull caps, and weighted down with explosives, the NVA
broke through the defensive wire and dashed toward
the center of the fire support base, tossing concussio n
grenades and satchel charges into every open hole .
Although initially caught by surprise, the Marines o f
Company L, securing the fire support base, quickl y
organized a drive to clear the base in the face of heav y
enemy mortar and recoilless rifle fire .
Lieutenant Colonel Scoppa's 2d Battalion, 12th Marines bore the brunt of the attack, suffering majo r
damage within the first minutes ; the battalion's fir e
direction center was put out of action, as was on e
howitzer. Within 30 minutes, however, the battalio n
reestablished centralized fire control and batteries continued with their missions . Throughout the night the y
expended 3,270 rounds on targets of opportunity, suspected assembly areas, and likely escape routes ; included among the total were 147 "flechette" and

" beehive " rounds of direct fire. In support, the ARV N
105mm battery on FSB Lightning unleashed reinforcing fires totalling 340 rounds .
A sweep of the base and surrounding hillsides a t
first light revealed 37 NVA bodies, 13 of which wer e
within the perimeter. A number of individual
weapons, grenades, and packs were also located, th e
latter containing quantities of marijuana and othe r
drugs . The use of narcotics, Second Lieutenant Mil ton J . Teixeira explained, " made them a lot harder to
kill . Not one of the gooks we had inside the perimete r
had less than three or four holes in him . Usually it
took a grenade or something to stop him completely." 3 Four Marines lost their lives and 46 were wounded during the three-hour defense . On the 20th ,
Companies E, G, and the command group of Lieu tenant Colonel James J . McMonagle's 2d Battalion, 3 d
Marines assumed the mission of providing security for
Fire Support Bases Cunningham and Erskine, relieving Companies G and L, which joined their respective battalions in the move southward ?
Ambush Along 922
The heaviest fighting of the Da Krong campaig n
took place from 18 to 22 February, the majority occurring within the sector assigned to Lieutenan t
Colonel Smith's 1st Battalion . On the morning of th e
18th, Company A encountered stiff opposition fro m
an enemy platoon dug into camouflaged, reinforce d
bunkers on a heavily forested ridgeline, five kilometers southeast of FSB Erskine . Armed with small arms
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See Reference Map, Sections 16, 1 7

and automatic weapons, the enemy "appeared to want
to hold their position at all cost ." 5 Preceded by air an d
artillery strikes, Company A assaulted and overran th e
position, counting more than 30 NVA dead . The following morning, Company C moved through Company A's lines and continued the attack against th e
heavily reinforced hilltop emplacement, killing an
equal number of NVA . Friendly casualties resulting
from the two actions were one killed and 14 wounded .
Pressing the attack through the bunker complex ,
Company C again made contact during the late after noon on the 20th, engaging a large enemy force sup ported by small arms, grenades, and machine gun fire .
Two hours later, the Marine assault, assisted by fixed wing air strikes with napalm drops within 50 meter s
of the point element, carried the position, killing 7 1
NVA . Equipment captured included two Russian -

made 122mm field guns, and a five-ton, tracked prim e
mover.* Employing company rotation tactics, Company A continued the attack through Company C's for ward lines and overran yet another enem y
emplacement, killing another 17 NVA and seizing a
two-and-one-half-ton truck and assorted artillery an d
antiaircraft ammunition . Marine losses sustained i n
the two actions were five killed and 28 wounded i n
Company C, and one killed and two wounded in
Company A .
As the attacking forces neared the Laotian border ,
concern over enemy artillery attacks, protection of th e
regiment's right flank, and potentially lucrative ene *The two 122mm artillery pieces, the largest captured during the
Vietnam War, subsequently were evacuated . One of the field gun s
is on display at the Marine Corps Air-Ground Museum, Quantico ,
Virginia .
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my targets generated plans and requests for the tactical deployment of troops across the internationa l
boundary . After discussion at division and with XXI V
Corps, Major General Davis forwarded a message to
MACV requesting that the Special Operations Grou p
(SOG) expand and redirect ground reconnaissance and
exploitation operations, codenamed Prairie Fire, being carried out in the Laotian panhandle, toward Bas e
Area 611 . 6 * MACV approved and quickly implemented the request . ? Reacting to the NVA artillery attac k
of 2 February on FSB Cunningham, Davis had initially requested that the 9th Marines be permitted t o
enter Laos and destroy the threat : " From the presen t
position of the 9th Marines, a raid by a force of two
battalions could be launched quickly and effectivel y
to cut road No . 922 and moving rapidly back to th e
east, destroy art[iller]y forces and other forces and installations which threaten us . " 8
Davis' request was put aside for a period as curren t
rules of engagement did not permit the introductio n
of a large combat force into Laos for the purpose o f
conducting what was in essence a secondary search an d
destroy operation, and which could possibly be viewe d
as an expansion of the war. The rules did permit United States and other Free World World Forces to
" maneuver, while actually engaged and in contact with
enemy forces, into Laos as necessary for the preservation of the force," and employ artillery and air strike s
on threatening military targets. The rules in no way
prohibited commanders from taking the "necessary
counteractions against VC/NVA forces in the exercis e
of self-defense and to defend their units against arme d
attacks with all means at their disposal ." These exceptions provided the 9th Marines with the justification it needed .
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Cher south, we could hear vehicles on the road . This
was a pretty unacceptable situation, and it cried ou t
for some sort of action to put a stop to it . "
By 20 February, two companies, E and H, of Lieu tenant Colonel Fox's 2d Battalion were on the Laotian border. At least two additional companies wer e
expected within the next 24 hours . As Company H
sat on the ridgeline overlooking the border and Rout e
922 beyond, Marines watched as an enemy convo y
composed of truck and tracked vehicles moved slowl y
in a westerly direction along the road . As Captai n
David F. Winecoff later reported :
The company, of course, was talking about let's get dow n
on the road and do some ambushing. I don't think they reall y
thought that they were going to let us go over into Laos ,
. . . I knew if the military had their way we'd be over ther e
in Laos and the company was all up for it . . . . With th e
Paris Peace Talks going on, I wasn't sure what route was going to be taken? "

Winecoff reported the observations and fire mission s
called, but from "1,700 meters away it is difficult t o
zero in on movement ." t z

As Barrow ' s troops moved further south, it becam e
increasingly clear that the enemy was making extensive use of Route 922, either to reinforce or to with draw his forces . "In either case, interdiction of the road
was clearly essential," noted Colonel Barrow. " Efforts
by B-52 arc light strikes, fixed-wing attacks, and unobserved artillery had been to no avail ; he was continuing to use it . During the day the AOs were
reporting fresh vehicle tracks, including tracked vehicle tracks on the road, and as our forces moved fur -

With the information provided by Winecoffs company, and intelligence gathered by SOG teams and 1st
Radio Battalion intercepts, indicating that the enem y
was evacuating its heavy artillery westward out of th e
reach of the 9th Marines, Lieutenant General Stilwel l
revived Davis ' initial request . In a message to Lieu tenant General Cushman on the 20th, he recommended a limited raid into the heart of enemy Base Area
611 to a maximum depth of five kilometers along a
20-kilometer front . If, however, the proposal was "beyond the realm of political acceptability," he suggested a lesser course of action which would involve th e
use of a Marine company as an extraction force if SO G
reconnaissance teams encountered trouble . Accordin g
to Stilwell, " this would multiply the number of SO G
RT teams which could be deployed simultaneously."t a
Cushman, in a message to General Abrams later the
same day, passed on the suggested courses of actio n
and noted that "while recognizing the political implications of Gen Stilwell's proposals, . . . balance d
against the military value of this unique opportunity,
I fully endorse both" 14 The matter of an incursion into
Laos was now left up to Abrams .

*The mission of the Special Operations Group's Prairie Fire pro gram provided for crossborder reconnaissance operations into the
panhandle of Laos using combined US/RVN forces to locate, interdict, and destroy enemy personnel and equipment on infiltratio n
routes into South Vietnam.

Events in the field, however, moved more rapidly .
Company H, on the night of the 20th, again observe d
heavy truck traffic on Route 922 . Winecoff reporte d
the observations, and once again the company directed a number of fire missions on the targets, but with
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unknown results . The following afternoon, Captai n
Winecoff received a hand-coded message, the resul t
of several days of planning, from Colonel Barro w
directing him to set up a company ambush along
Route 922 that evening, with specific instructions to
be back in South Vietnam no later than 0630 the nex t
morning.15 "Hotel Company," reported Barrow, " wa s
in the best position ; really the only position to do it,

and the job fell to them." 16 Winecoff immediately re quested a 24-hour postponement because of the limited time available and the condition of his men, mos t
of whom had been on patrol since early morning . Bar row denied his request .
With no time to rehearse and little time to plan ,
Captain Winecoff decided to use only his 1st and 2 d
Platoons, as the men of the 3d were exhausted after

The advance of the 1st Battalion, 9th Marines is halted temporarily by a group of Nort h
Vietnamese support troops attempting to protect their supplies and road network .
Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A193159
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vehicle mounting a spotlight also passed . "It was a very
exciting moment for Hotel Company because the spot light was scanning up and down the river and on th e
bluff, and it was playing over the lead elements of th e
company, but we were not spotted . Finally it proceeded on down the road .' "
The two-man reconnaissance team returned around
2215, and after a quick brief, the company moved for ward, crossing the river in column formation and the n
the road . About 35 meters beyond, Winecoff halted
the company and set up a hasty linear ambush with
the 1st Platoon on the right, and the 2d on the left ,
and the command group in the center . Within minutes of moving into position, the Marines heard trucks
approaching from the west . They passed the word to
let the vehicles proceed through the ambush site, as
the claymores and flank security were not yet in place .
By 0100 in the morning, the ambush was ready.
With the men of Company H about 500 meters in side Laos, Colonel Barrow informed Task Force Hotel o f
the move, " thinking that even that much of a mino r
violation might in itself provide a little bit of assuranc e
Marine Corps Historical Collectio n

One of the 12 captured North Vietnamese Army
122mm field guns . With a range of 14 miles, it was
the largest enemy artillery piece captured in Vietnam .
several tiring days of continuous patrol . At 1610, th e
company command group and the 1st Platoon, rein forced by mortar, forward observer, and machine gu n
teams, moved out for the 2d Platoon's position at th e
bottom of the ridge, leaving the 3d as security . Making good time over difficult terrain, they joined th e
2d Platoon a little over an hour later, and the 1s t
passed through the 2d Platoon' s position to establis h
the planned order of march . At 1800, after a meal an d
a 30-minute forward reconnaissance, the order arrive d
to execute and Winecoff quickly briefed the company on ambush tactics, signals, and night movement .
Shortly after dark, the company headed toward the
road, 900 meters away. Staying off trails and using a
creek bed and then a ridge line to minimize noise ,
the point element reached the small river which
paralleled Route 922 at about 2030 . Winecoff halted
the column and sent his lead platoon commander an d
the chief scout, an experienced Marine sergeant, for ward to find a route across the stream and to selec t
an ambush site . As the company waited, it observe d
six trucks pass in front of its position ; each stoppin g
for a short period to "recon by silence ." A tracked

Marines move down one of the numerous enemy sup ply roads which crisscrossed the enemy base area .
Marine Corps Historical Collection
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of approval ." "There was a little bit of opposition to
what we were doing, and much discussion," noted Bar row, " and finally approval came through that, yes, w e
could do what we were going to do, but the implication clearly was, you had better make it work ." 1 9
While the 9th Marines ' staff obtained approval ,
Winecoffs men waited . The wait was not long . Less
than ten minutes after setting up the ambush, a single NVA appeared, aimlessly walking along the roa d
firing his AK47 assault rifle into the brush . Not wanting to "bag one NVA soldier," Winecoff passed th e
word to let this "dude" walk through the killing zone .
Forty minutes later, flank security detected a singl e
truck approaching . Again not wanting to destroy jus t
one vehicle, Winecoff passed the order to let it
through, instructing his forward listening post to
visually check its contents . As it turned out, the truck
carried a load of lumber .
The next half hour was tense for Winecoffs men ;
nothing moved, but voices could be heard 800 to 1,00 0
meters off to the right . " I felt," Captain Winecoff noted, " that sooner or later something was going to b e
coming along into the killing zone ." 20 The compan y
continued to wait . Meanwhile, a radio request cam e
in from the battalion asking for a status report ; the y
were "afraid that we'd blown it," but Winecoff assure d
them otherwise. At 0230, the lights of eight truck s
suddenly appeared off to the east. All positions wer e
alerted . As the trucks moved closer, stopping now and
then to "recon by silence," the men of the ambus h
braced for action .
Three of the vehicles had already entered the killing zone when the entire column stopped . Fearing that
the enemy would detect his ambush, Winecoff detonated his claymore. With a loud roar and a boiling
cloud of thick, black smoke, the mine disabled th e
second truck, killing its three passengers . As the smoke
cleared, Winecoff could see that the explosion had als o
set the first truck afire and forced the third off th e
road . Small arms and automatic weapons fire poure d
into the vehicles from the flanks; "everybody had bee n
waiting a long time and the excitement was keen" 2 1
Within seconds the forward observer alerted the artillery and rounds bracketed the company position .
After several minutes of unrestricted fire, Winecof
f
gave the signal to move forward, making sure every thing within the ambush site was destroyed . Once o n
the other side of the road, the company was given "left
face," and "we proceeded in column right back in th e
same direction we came, crossing the river in the exact
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area, up the other side, and went about 5 to 60 0
meters up to a rally point where we . . . hung 'till daylight ." 22 Later, the company rejoined the 3d Platoo n
on the ridgeline where it was resupplied and the me n
given a rest . In addition to the three trucks destroyed ,
H Company counted eight NVA dead . Not a singl e
Marine had been killed or wounded by enemy fire .
First reports of the ambush to reach the 3d Marin e
Division were sketchy and based largely on monitore d
9th Marines radio traffic . Colonel Martin J . Sexton ,
3d Division Chief of Staff, immediately recommended that only XXIV Corps and III MAF be informe d
of the incident and that no report would be relayed
to MACV until Brigadier General Frank E . Garretson ,
commanding Task Force Hotel, had prepared a " spo t
report in compliance with directives pertaining to rules
of engagement ."23 On being informed of the ambush ,
Brigadier General George E . Dooley, III MAF Chief
of Staff, was elated : "Hit 'm hard! Good news—wh o
knows where the border is anyway?"2 4
About mid-afternoon on 22 February, a reply to Stilwell's and Cushman's messages of the 20th arrived a t
III MAF. Responding to their proposals, Genera l
Abrams stated emphatically that " all operations i n
connection with Base Area 611 will be with SO G
forces," and that close coordination between Marin e
units in South Vietnam and SOG teams in Laos wa s
authorized 2 5 Although an apparent conflict existe d
between the action of Company H, 2d Battalion, 9t h
Marines, and General Abrams' directive, Garretso n
solved it by making reference to the appropriate rule s
of engagement permitting a local commander to exercise the right of self-defense in his report 2 6 However,
larger questions remained . With all three battalion s
on or just north of the border, and substantial enemy
installations and lines of communication directl y
ahead, what future direction was Operation Dewey
Canyon to take? Was the international boundary t o
remain a permanent barrier to the 9th Marines ?
While the ambush itself was dramatic and successful, its real value, according to Colonel Barrow, lay i n
the leverage it provided to request a continuation of
such operations in Laos . "Therefore, the next day I sent
a message to higher headquarters stating why we ha d
done what we had done, reiterating the successe s
achieved, and then my final paragraph made an urgen t
request for authority to maneuver into Laos as applie d
from North-South gridline 01 to the North-Sout h
[east-west] gridline 02 . This generally was about a
2,000 meter extension and included all of Route 922"
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Again he stated that his request was based upon th e
"immediate and constant " enemy threat to his troop s
and on intelligence which continued to place enemy
troops and equipment concentrations in the area .
And, noted Barrow, " I put a final comment on m y
message, which said, quote, ` put another way, my
forces should not be here if ground interdiction of
Route 922 not authorized .' " 2 7
Lieutenant General Stilwell would not give up .
Adopting Barrow's recommendations, he requeste d
authority from MACV for " a selected advance sout h
to the east-west 02 gridline—a distance not exceedin g
two kilometers from the border at any point ."28 Faced
with a fait accompli, General Abrams finally approve d
Stilwell's request on 24 February, but placed restrictions on all public discussion of the Laotian incursion ,
fearing possible adverse effects on international policy.29 Knowledge of the operation was also to be limited ; the American ambassador in Laos, William H .
Sullivan, for example, was not informed until the oper ation was well underway, as was Laotian Prime Ministe r
Souvanna Phouma, who when informed, "expresse d
understanding of the action and said the essential element was to keep the matter secret," but hoped i t
would be short 30
Heavy Fighting
In the regiment's center, Company A, 1st Battalion, protecting the battalion's left flank, continued t o
reconnoiter the site of the previous day's contact, an d
then headed east off the ridge on the morning of 2 2
February. About 1,000 meters from the battalion command post near Lang Ha on the border, the 1st Platoon encountered an NVA squad in well-positione d
bunkers . Under Second Lieutenant George M . Malone ,
Jr ., the platoon quickly overran the position, killin g
seven while losing one Marine. "At this point," observed First Lieutenant Wesley L . Fox, "it looked like
that was all the resistance we had . Everything was
quiet, so I radioed up to battalion to send the water
details [from Headquarters and Service and C Companies] down to the creek . We were in bad need o f
water . The helicopters could not get in due to weather ,
and the battalion was low ."3' A 20-man detail moved
down and as they started to fill canteens, they cam e
under enemy 60mm mortar and machine gun fire .
Lieutenant Fox immediately ordered the detail back ,
reoriented his 1st Platoon toward the south, and move d
it forward, beginning the last large engagement o f
Operation Dewey Canyon .
Pushing through triple-canopied jungle, banana
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Courtesy of LtCol Wesley L . Fox

lstLt Wesley L . Fox rests at Company A's position over looking the Ho Chi Minh Trail, a week after the action
for which he would be presented the Medal of Honor.
groves, and dense underbrush, Lieutenant Malone' s
platoon ran up against a reinforced NVA company i n
a well-prepared, well-camouflaged, and heavily fortified bunker complex . To the rear, on a high ridgeline ,
the enemy had emplaced RPGs, machine guns, an d
mortars. Fox moved up the 3d Platoon and placed i t
on line with the 1st . When the momentum of the assault faltered, the 2d was then committed through th e
center of the two attacking platoons . Even thoug h
casualties mounted, Lieutenant Fox found he coul d
not use air and artillery support as the company wa s
boxed in by a low ceiling, terrain, and vegetation, an d
so locked in combat that if he withdrew to use artillery ,
he would run the risk of incurring additional casual ties . Momentum nevertheless had to be maintained .
As the three platoons pressed the attack, the company command group took a direct mortar hit, killing or wounding everyone except the executive officer ,
First Lieutenant Lee R . Herron, who was given command of the 2d Platoon . Lieutenant Fox, despite his
wounds, continued to control the advance .* Finally,
*First Lieutenant Wesley Lee Fox was awarded the Medal of Hono r
for his actions during this engagement .
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Infantrymen of the 3d Battalion, 9th Marines move up an artillery-scarred slope toward
the crest of Tiger Mountain, Hill 1228, one of the regiment's three major objectives .
Company D, which had been ordered to assist, appeared, moving through the banana groves in fron t
of Company A's position . "They had gotten off on th e
wrong trail and came in behind the enemy position,
and then walked into our front ." `At this time," noted Lieutenant Fox, "I realized that we had alread y
penetrated the enemy position; we had already pushed
through the entire position, and all Delta Compan y
had to do was walk down and help us carry up ou r
wounded ." 32 Results included 105 NVA killed and 2 5
automatic weapons captured ; the dead, clad in ne w
uniforms, included several officers, all of whom wer e
highly decorated veterans of other campaigns . Marine
casualties were heavy: 11 killed and 72 wounded, 5 4
of whom required evacuation .
Because of Company A's daylong battle, the 1st Battalion reoriented its direction of search eastward ,
towards Hills 1044 and 1224 (Tam Boi) . During th e
next four days, it moved along Route 548, just north
of the border, encountering small groups of enem y
personnel and discovering several minor arms caches .
On 27 February, while searching the slopes of Hil l
1044, Company D stumbled onto one of the larges t
enemy weapons and munitions caches of the war . " I
was walking along the side of a road," Gunnery Ser -

geant Russell A . Latona reported, "and there was a
bomb crater there and sticking out of the bomb crate r
I saw the footpod of a mortar bipod ." Alerting th e
company, he ordered several men to start digging .
"They dug down about four or five inches and the y
found boards . They lifted up the boards and they started digging a hole and this is when we found severa l
weapons ."33 A further check of nearby bunkers an d
bomb craters revealed that the company had move d
into the midst of an NVA supply depot, a storehous e
which would eventually yield 629 rifles, 108 crew served weapons (60 machine guns, 14 mortars, 1 5
recoilless rifles, and 19 antiaircraft guns), and well ove r
100 tons of munitions . The next two days were spent
inventorying and then destroying the cache .
Meanwhile, on the left flank of the regiment's are a
of operations, although encountering lighter opposition, Lieutenant Colonel Laine's 3d Battalion gaine d
substantial results . Attacking generally down the trac e
of Route 922 within South Vietnam, elements of th e
battalion uncovered numerous enemy facilities containing tons of supplies and equipment . On the 18th ,
Company L located an NVA cemetery containing 18 5
bodies, most of whom had been buried in June 1968 .
On the 21st, Company M found a well-camouflaged
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maintenance installation, complete with six repair pits ,
a bulldozer, a front-end loader, several disassembled
engines, and more than three hundred 50-gallon fuel
drums . Pushing southward, the battalion, after securing Hill 1228 (Tiger Mountain), began a detaile d
search of the Tam Boi mountain complex, discovering on the 23d two spiked 122mm field guns, alon g
with a prime mover and assorted artillery, mortar, and
small arms ammunition . Further penetration of the
Tam Boi complex revealed a headquarters and administrative facility composed of 11 immense tunnels .
Carved into solid rock, these 150- to 250-meter-long,
cross-connected tunnels contained extensive repai r
shops, storage facilities, and a "hospital which they
had abandoned very rapidly and left one patient o n
the operating table to die" 34 All were capable of with standing direct hits from air and artillery attacks .
With Tiger Mountain secured, Battery E, 2d Battalion, 12th Marines displaced to the top on 28 February, and established FSB Turnage, named after a
former 3d Marine Division commander, General Allen H . Turnage . The fire support base, used the yea r
before by the 1st Cavalry Division, was opened primarily to provide balanced artillery support for further
operations of the 3d Battalion in the northeast corne r
of Thua Thien Province .
Back Into Lao s

Within hours of General Abrams' approval, Company H, 2d Battalion, 9th Marines was again instructe d
to move " back down onto the bloomin' Route 922 "
According to Captain Winecoff, the men's "moral e
zoomed way down because the company was extremel y
tired, [and] we were afraid that we were going to have
to go off and leave our supplies . . . . This include d
half a pallet of 60mm mortar ammunition, quite a
few C-rations, and of course not the beer ; we consumed that ." 3 5 But move out they did .
The plan was for Company H, followed by Companies E and F, to move into Laos, and then drive east ward along Route 922, forcing enemy troops into th e
waiting sights of the 1st and 3d Battalions . In addition, intelligence indicated that the NVA were desperately trying to evacuate their remaining artillery piece s
in the face of the other two battalions' push south ward . In essence, the direction of the operation wa s
now toward removing the enemy threat to the regiment's right flank .
Once again on the road, Company H, after a six hour night march, set up another hasty ambush, an d
at 1100 on the 24th, engaged six unsuspecting NVA

soldiers, killing four . Moving eastward the followin g
day, another 10 were engaged, resulting in eight killed ,
one 122mm field gun and two 40mm antiaircraft gun s
captured. Marine losses were two dead and seve n
wounded . Later the same day, a company patrol wa s
ambushed by an estimated 15 enemy troops in fortified bunkers and fighting holes . Reinforced, the patro l
pushed through the enemy position, killing two an d
capturing a second 122mm gun . Marine casualtie s
were high : three killed and five wounded . Among
those who gave their lives was Corporal William D .
Morgan, who in a daring dash, directed enemy fir e
away from two wounded companions, assisting in thei r
rescue . For this action, he was posthumously awarde d
the Medal of Honor .
Company H and the battalion "jump" or field corn :
mand group, continued to move eastward, flanked b y
Companies E and F. "The thought here," note d
Colonel Fox, " was to have a force in position to launc h
a flank attack quickly were we hit from the rear (west )
by major enemy units advancing from deeper i n
Laos ." 36 Progress was rapid ; too rapid for some : "I fel t
that if we had been moving slower and had more tim e
to check things out, we probably would have foun d
a heck of a lot more equipment than we did," note d
Captain Winecoff.37 As it was, elements of the 2d Battalion did capture over 20 tons of foodstuffs, and thousands of rounds of ammunition, while killing 4 8
enemy soldiers .
By 1 March, the three companies were within 1,00 0
meters of the South Vietnamese border, having covered over 5,000 meters in five days against light enem y
resistance . Two days later, they helilifted to Vandegrif t
Combat Base . The battalion, while in Laos, sustained
eight killed and 33 wounded, 24 of whom require d
evacuation . All dead were officially reported to hav e
been killed "near Quang Tri Province, South Vietnam" ; no reference was made to Laos for political
reasons .
Persistent Problem s

While the 9th Marines enjoyed a number of successes it also experienced two critical and persisten t
problems during the month-long push southward ,
resupply of units in the field and casualty replacement .
Early in the operation it was found that resupplying
rifle companies without halting their forward progres s
or pinpointing their positions was impossible . To make
matters worse, once a company was ready to continu e
its advance after being resupplied, a squad or platoo n
often had to remain behind to secure transport nets,
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water containers, and other items until retrieved . Thi s
not only reduced company strength, but unnecessarily exposed the smaller unit to attack . An effort wa s
made to improve this situation through the use of a
Helicopter Emergency Lift Pack, designed and fabricated by the 3d Shore Party Battalion . C-rations, am munition, and other items were placed on wood pallet s
or bundled in discarded canvas, slung on inexpensiv e
loop-type wire cables, and lifted into the field . Marines were then able to obtain their supplies, dispos e
of the packaging, and continue the advance with little or no delay.
Initially included among the items of the Emergency Lift Pack were 5-gallon plastic water bottles, whic h
did not supply the need of Marines in the field, an d
were subject to leakage. Instead of increasing the number of containers, 155mm, 175mm, and 8-inch artiller y
canisters, each capable of holding approximately 1 3
gallons of water were substituted, and proved highl y
successful3 8
A number of units sustained moderately high
casualties, and, as a result, lost some effectiveness i n
the movement southward . Although anticipated i n
early planning, the 9th Marines, because of transpor-

tation problems, due mostly to weather, was forced
to shift personnel already in the field about . Success
was achieved, but in most cases units had to operat e
for several days below the desired strength level before receiving replacements 3 9
Phased Retractio n
By the beginning of March, all the battalions of th e
9th Marines had obtained their major objectives . Organized enemy resistance had virtually collapsed ; most
enemy troops not killed or captured had withdrawn
westward, deeper into Laotian sanctuaries . There was
scattered activity from small groups of enemy through out the operational area, but it was apparent that n o
further significant contacts would occur .
The 9th Marines had successfully interdicted Rout e
922 . It had captured or destroyed thousands of ton s
of enemy food, medical supplies, and ammunition .
The equivalent of two medium artillery batterie s
(twelve 122mm field guns) and one light battery (fou r
85mm guns) had been seized, along with prim e
movers and munition carriers . Enemy underground
headquarters, storage facilities, hospitals, and troo p
billeting areas, as well as his fortified positions, ha d

Marines inspect and inventory a portion of the tons of captured weapons and ammunition in what would be the largest haul of enemy supplies taken during the war.
Department of Defense Photo (USMC) A800583
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been overrun and a significant portion of his antiaircraft potential was located and destroyed . In short, by
1 March, with the exception of mopping up, the 9t h
Marines had accomplished its mission .
The original concept of operations envisioned a
leapfrogging retraction from the area of operations ,
with each element always under a protective artiller y
fan—the reverse of the technique used to get the regiment into the area of operations . This movemen t
would have required about 10 battery displacement s
and, since a reasonable level of artillery ammunitio n
had to be maintained during the leapfrog maneuver, i t
would have entailed approximately 25 heavy lifts pe r
howitzer battery and five heavy lifts for the mortar battery, not including normal resupply lifts . If goo d
weather prevailed, and helicopters were abundant, th e
leapfrog retraction would be accomplished in seve n
days .
As the operation drew to a close, however, severa l
factors dictated a reappraisal of the original retractio n
plan . First, the weather showed no signs of improving . Second, continuation of the operation through out the retraction phase would require an initial 10 0
lifts of artillery ammunition to bring stocks up to appropriate 'levels . That this level of lift support woul d
not be forthcoming was evident from the daily short fall of normal ammunition resupply during the last
week of February and the first few days of March . For
example, the 2d Battalion, 12th Marines required 9 3
lifts on 1 March to sustain normal artillery operation s
of which it received 35 ; the battalion required 94 th e
following day and only two were received . Part of the
discrepancy was due to marginal weather ; however, a
larger part was due to limited helicopter assets . Finally, the 9th Marines was scheduled to relieve the 3d Marines in the Vandegrift-Rockpile-Route 9-Cam Lo area
so that the latter could join Operation Maine Crag ,
which had already begun .
The retraction plan originally had the 2d Battalio n
scheduled to lift to Vandegrift on 3 March, followed by
the 1st Battalion on the 4th . After the 1st Battalio n
was out, Battery F and the 1st Provisional Battery ,
which had been covering the 1st Battalion's sector o f
the area of operations from FSB Erskine, would displace to Vandegrift, and Company G, 2d Battalion ,
would close Erskine . On 5 March, the 3d Battalion an d
Battery E would lift to Vandegrift, leaving one company at FSB Turnage as security for the ARVN 105m m
battery remaining there . On 6 March, the 2d ARVN
Regiment would retract from its area of operations un -
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der cover of its battery on Turnage, and FSB Cunning ham would be evacuated with all units going to Vande grift . Finally, on 7 March, the ARVN battery and th e
one company from the 3d Battalion would be extracted from Turnage under the cover of fixed-wing air craft, and the retraction of the regiment would b e
complete .
The first step in the retraction plan— the retrograd e
of the 2d Battalion—went as scheduled . Everythin g
thereafter changed . The weather turned from marginal to bad . In addition, before clearing the area o f
operations, III MAF tasked the 9th Marines with linking up with and extracting SOG forces which had been
operating in Laos . A third development was the discovery of additional cache sites in the eastern portio n
of the operational area which had to be searched .
On 8 March, the 1st Battalion, with its huge cach e
exploited, began to move overland to Tam Boi . In addition, FSB Erskine was evacuated, with Battery F go ing to Ca Lu and the 1st Provisional Battery going t o
Vandegrift . Two plans were then developed, designate d
A and B, for further operations and the extraction o f
the remaining forces, both of which hinged o n
whether or not the 1st Battalion linked up with SO G
forces by 1300 on 10 March . If it did, Plan B provided
for its extraction that day, followed by the displacement of all artillery on FSB Cunningham to Vandegrif t
before dark . Then on 11 March, Company K, 3d Battalion, would be extracted from Turnage and move d
to Vandegrift under cover of fixed-wing aircraft . Plan
A provided for the displacement of Mortar Battery t o
Tam Boi on 10 March to cover the extraction of th e
1st Battalion ; for the closing of Cunningham by Company K; and, finally, for the employment of Morta r
Battery to cover the closing of Turnage . Eventually, th e
9th Marines implemented a modified version of Pla n
A, which essentially followed the same scheme as th e
original, but which was changed frequently as weathe r
and other factors dictated .
The weather finally broke sufficiently on 15 March
to move Mortar Battery to Tam Boi, and to extract al l
the artillery and most of the 3d Battalion from Fir e
Support Base Cunningham .* Control centers establish ed helicopter approach and retirement lanes which
permitted all batteries to fire a continuous smoke an d
mortar suppression program until the last gun lifted
*During the movement of the 3d Battalion to Cunningham ,
Company M came under intense automatic weapons fire . Durin g
the firefight, Private First Class Alfred M . Wilson was killed protecting a fellow Marine from a grenade . For his heroic action, Private Wilson was posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor .
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out . During their displacement, batteries on Cunning ham fired over 1,000 rounds, including 547 rounds on
active missions and 389 rounds of smoke . A small rea r
echelon left behind was brought out two days later .
Helicopters lifted the 3d Provisional Battery from
Cunningham to Dong Ha . Army CH-47 "Chinooks "
carried out the move, the first time that heavy-lif t
Army CH-54 "Skycranes" had not been used to mov e
the 155mm Marine howitzers . Following the departure of the 3d Provisional Battery, Battery D displace d
to Vandegrift, as did the 3d Battalion (-) . With all
batteries except two out of the area of operations, th e
2d Battalion, 12th Marines decentralized tactical control of Battery E on Turnage and Mortar Battery o n
Tam Boi, and moved to Vandegrift . To provide fire
support for the 1st Battalion and Company I, 3d Battalion, Battery E was given the mission of direct sup port of those units, and tactical fire d irection of Mortar
Battery ; the 1st Battalion FSCC was given responsi Artillerymen of 2d Battalion, 12th Marines load a
4.2-inch mortar round while covering the withdrawal
of the remaining elements of the 9th Marines .
Marine Corps Historical Collection

bility for all fire support coordination within the operational area .
Marginal weather dominated the execution of the
withdrawal plan to the finish . Company K and the
2d Battalion, 12th Marines' rear echelon on Cunningham were extracted on the 18th, and the fire sup port base closed . By this time, the 1st Battalion ha d
joined with SOG forces and was also ready to be extracted, but the weather closed in again, effectivel y
isolating the battalion and exposing it to enemy
ground probes and constant mortar fire .
To have followed the planned sequence of events
might have required more good weather than it appeared prudent to expect . Therefore, when the weather
around Tam Boi broke on the morning of the 18th ,
Lieutenant Colonel George W. Smith, commanding
the 1st Battalion, decided to extract whatever coul d
be lifted out, weather permitting . As a result, Morta r
Battery was extracted first, and thus it did not pro vide covering fires for the evacuation of FSB Turnag e
as planned . Instead Battery E, in conjunction with
fixed-wing and helicopter gunship strikes, covered th e
withdrawal of the 1st Battalion under heavy enem y
mortar and antiaircraft fire, and was in turn covere d
by fixed-wing . Operation Dewey Canyon terminate d
at 2000, as the last helicopter touched down at Vandegrift Combat Base .
During Dewey Canyon, supporting arms played a
decisive yet somewhat muted role due to weather . Marine fixed-wing aircraft flew a total of 461 close air sup port missions, expending over 2,000 tons of ordnance .
At the same time, Provisional Marine Aircraft Grou p
39 and Marine Aircraft Group 36 flew nearly 1,20 0
helicopter sorties, transporting a total of 9,121 troop s
and 1,533,597 pounds of cargo. On the ground, Lieutenant Colonel Scoppa ' s artillery fired approximatel y
134,000 rounds in support of Marine and South Vietnamese infantrymen .
Both sides suffered heavy casualties . The Marine s
lost 130 killed and 920 wounded, while reporting enemy casualties of 1,617 killed and five captured . Enemy equipment losses were significant : 1,223 individua l
weapons, 16 artillery pieces, 73 antiaircraft guns, 2 6
mortars, 104 machine guns, 92 trucks, over 807,00 0
rounds of ammunition, and more than 220,00 0
pounds of rice .
The final score, however, reached far beyond mer e
statistical results . The Marine strike into the Song D a
Krong Valley disrupted the organizational apparatu s
of Base Area 611, effectively blocking the enemy's abil-
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ity to strike out at civilian and military targets to the
east . Attempts to rebuild this base and reorder disrupted supply lines would be long and arduous . I n
reporting to General Abrams on Dewey Canyon ,
General Stilwell stated :
In my possible parochial estimate, this ranks with the mos t
significant undertakings of the Vietnam conflict in the concept and results : striking the enemy unexpectedly in tim e
and place, destroying a NVA base area and LOC center an d
pre-empting a planned NVA spring offensive somewher e
in ICTZ . . . . The enemy took a calculated risk in massing
installations right at the border, misjudging our reach ; h e
lost . . . . Above all though, a Marine Regiment of extraordinary cohesion, skill in mountain warfare, and plain hear t
made Dewey Canyon a resounding success . As an independent regimental operation, projected 50KM airline from
nearest base and sustained in heavy combat seven weeks ,
it may be unparalleled . Without question, the 9th Marines '
performance represents the very essence of professionals . 4 °

Laos: Repercussion s

Knowledge of the Laos incursion, ordered kept under wraps by General Abrams, found its way into th e
press during the first week of March, causing concer n
in Saigon :
We have received word from III MAF that a number o f
correspondents have considerable knowledge of that part of
Dewey Canyon that has extended into Laos . Newsmen apparently picked up bits and pieces from troopers while sitting around talking and eating . Media involved are AP, UP ,
NY Times, Newsweek, AFP, and the New Yorker . We have
a rumor that some of the media have photos that they clai m
were taken in Laos ; however, we cannot confirm that an y
newsman or photographer actually entered Laos in the
Dewey Canyon area .4 1

Although the story was out, the official line was t o
say nothing on the subject, diverting press attentio n
instead to the large amounts of enemy supplies
captured .
On 8 March, however, Drummond Ayres, Jr ., of the
New York Times informed MACV that he was filin g
a story on Marine operations in Laos . Attempts were
made to persuade Ayres to ignore the story, but it appeared in the Sunday edition of the Times the fol -
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lowing day. While noting that Marines ha d
"technically violated Laotian neutrality " guarantee d
at Geneva in 1954, and again in 1962, the operation s
were carried out " to protect the flanks of Marine elements maneuvering nearby along South Vietnam's
northwestern border." Concluding, Ayres reported that
"Operation Dewey Canyon seems to indicate that allied commanders operating along borders may di p
across lines to secure their flanks"4 3
The subject was brought up again during the fina l
news conference of Defense Secretary Melvin R . Laird's
fact-finding mission to Vietnam . Asked if American
troops had been operating in Laos during the last
week, Mr. Laird said :
I would not confirm that they were there now but I woul d
certainly say that there have been operations in which it ha s
been necessary in order to protect American fighting force s
that—that border being a very indefinite border—it ma y
have been transgressed by American forces in carrying ou t
this responsibility.43

The Secretary noted that the decision to permit operations inside Laos had been reviewed at the highes t
level and approved by General Abrams on the basi s
of the "safety of our men ." He further explained that
"Marines took up positions in Laos to protect thei r
flank during a sweep of the area near the border ."4 4
Secretary Laird's statements acknowledging th e
American incursion into Laos caused embarrassmen t
in Vientiane . The Laotian Government immediatel y
sought to counter the Secretary 's remarks by issuing
a communique "clearly designed to confine the controversy to a discussion of a single incident rather tha n
to the general implications for Laotian neutrality." Am bassador William H . Sullivan subsequently apologize d
to the Laotian Premier for the incident and assure d
him that the United States would avoid any furthe r
extension of hostilities into Laotian territory.45 The controversy did not end . In 1970 and again in 1973, th e
Marine incursion into Laos during Operation Dewe y
Canyon came to the fore, both times in connectio n
with Congressional hearings on Vietnam .46

